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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
DISTRICT COURT WAS IN
NOBLE AND SADLER AND,
HOLDS INTERESTING MEETING
SESSION SEVERAL DAYS
WALLACE AND BELL ELECTED
Election in Precincts One and Nine in Clovis Bring Out Many Divorce Cases Tried. Grand and Petit Jurors Are Elects Officers for Ensuing Year and Discusses Sidewalks,
Grain Elevator, Flouring Mills and Good Roads. "
Drawn for Febrhary Term Which Convenes Feb. 8.
Election Was Tame Affair.
but Light Vote Monday.
was an ideal day for
an election for Justices of the
Peace end Constable, but there
was but few eleventh hour candidate! for the offices in Clovis
and the interest was not great.
A very light vote was cast in
both piecincta.
It was conceoded from the
start by those who have studied
the situation and it was predictlast week that
ed by the Nkw-he
re elected as
would
Noble
in Ptec inct
Justice of the
one because he has made a very
satisfactory officer and has long
been a resident and taxpayer in
Clovis. A ticket containing the
nanus of Ed R ynold for Justice of the Peace and J. A.
for Constable in precinct
one, was not announced until
about noon and McFarlin then
came within eight votes of defeating Sadler.
The vote in the two precincts
is as follows:
For Justice Precinct 1
J. P. Noble, 11.0
Monday

i

P.-a-

Mc-Farli- n

Judge Richardson of Roswell
was in Clovis several days the
New Time Card.
part of last week holding
There is considerable interest latter
adjourned session of district
an
not only among railroad men,
purpose of hearing
public, in court for the
but the general
motimi
tin transaction of
enl
what the new time card, excourt
business
some
that did not
pected out this week will show.
jury.
require
a
Nos. 113 and 114 will be discontinued and substituted, with
No's 21 and 22. All trains will
arrive and depart between 7
and 8 a. m. instead of about
noon as at present. The trains
on the min line from Clovis
West will carry eleven passenger coaches. The Pecos Valley
trains will all have a night service but a mixed train will be
run in the day time as far as
Carlsbad. Amarillo will be eliminated as a passenger division
point. Trains will run directly
west from Belen and not into
Albuquerque as at present.
It id evident that the changes
will be many and will be watched with interest.
The new
card will probably be effective
January 31st.

W. S. Bay less, 3G
G2
Ed Reynolds,
For Constable
F. E. Sadler, 84
J. A. McFarlin, 7ti
Pre. No 2. for Justice

Trey O' Hearts

H. M. Wallace, 55
0.0 A. L. Pryor. 31
,

For Constable
H. Bell,
C. D.

Irvine,

55
3G

Mr. Good was elected Justice
of the Peace at Texico and Jim
Oliver Com table.

Rifle Club Elects Officers

Are you reading the Trey 0'
Hearts in the News for the
benefit of town and county readers? You will more fully enjoy
the pictures at the Lyceum if
you read the story in this paper.
Its the most interesting serial
story written in the 20th century
and is sweeping the country like
Nothing could be
wild fire.
more entertaining and instructive these long winter evenings
than to read the story and Bee
the pictures at the show house
every Friday night. Subscribe
for the News and get the full
series of fifteen installments. It
cost $100,000 to put these pictures
in film and the writer of the
story got $15,000 royalty. The
News $1.00 the year.

The following cases were
heard:
Kansas I. Robbins" vs. John
W. Robbins,
divorce decree
granted.
The case of Dora Delano vs.
C. E. Delano was dismissed.
Clovis Building and Loan Association vs. E. R. Gamble, order approving sale of real es-

tate.
Carl B. Daniel vs. Bessie Daniel, divorce decree granted.
The case of Lena Singer vs.
W. F. Swartz. suit for damages,
was the first case set for the
next term of court.
The case of the First National
Bank vs. W. B. Mersfelder was
the second case set for hearing
at the next term of court.
Mrs.

Etta

Vivmn

vs.

J. R.

Vivian, case dismissed.
T. B. Martin v. S. H. Withers, motion for a new trial overruled and appeal taken by plaintiff to supreme court,
of Texico vs.
C. P. Hunter
Maud Hunter, divorce decree
issued.
II. S. Burnham vs. Met L.
Finnikem, judgement and decree.
Jas. F. Vinyard vs. W. E.
Reed, A. B. Standley and Nora
C. Reed, judgement for plaintiff
for $575.00 and costs of action.
Mary F. Mays vs. W. E. Mays
final divorce decree and plaintiff
granted custody of the two children. This was an unusual divorce complaint according to
the recorded proceedings, the
plaintiff strongly charging cruelty and a property agreement
between the parties in interest
is also recorded.
Following are the grand and

The Clovis Rifle and Gun Club
held their annnal election of officers at the Armory Tuesdaj
night. After the election an indoor target practice with revolver and rifle was held which
proved very interesting.
The following officers were
elected for theinsuing year:
Claud Miller Here.
A. P. Cooley, President.
petit jurors drawn:
V.
Reece,
President,
M.
Rev.
Claud Miller, of Oklahoma
GRAND JURY NAMES
Cap't. F. C. Blumlein, Sec'y., City, capitalist and Dry Goods
George Shull, St Vrain.
Dr. J. R. Haney, Treasurer,
merchant, who is interested in
George Shurley, Grady.
Hobert Miller, chief executive Clovis property, was in the city
S. F. Allen, Melrose.
officer.
for several days the first of the
L. Dickey. Clovis.
busy
A.
get
to
plans
club
The
week. Mr. Miller, who until
Albert
Petti grew, Grady.
arrange
some
and
season
recently, had a string of stores
this
Ira Miller, Legansville.
good matches. Clubs have re- in Oklahoma, was formerly en
J. II. Ford, Legansville.
cently been organized at Belen gaged in business in Clovis unJ. F. Sellars, Clovis.
is
ex
and Albuquerque and it
der the firm name of Miller &
Isom Eblin. Grady.
shoot
arrange
at
a
to
pected
Kimberlin.
C. T. Montgcmery, Legansv.
during
the
season
time
some
J. B. Clack, Claud.
with teams from other clubs. Oil Company Moves.
R. S. Martin, Clovis.
Clovis has some expert riflemen
repreRandolph,
district
Joe
L.
L. Walker, Clovis.
meet
ready
to
the
and will be
of the Texas Oil Comsentative
Bullard, Clovis.
F.
J.
southwest
the
best that
J. T. Byron, Melrose.
Excellent pistol scores pany was in the city the first of
week making arrangements
W. F. Swartz. Clovis.
were made Tuesday night by the
oil
huge
of
removal
the
for
the
E. Smith, Legansville.
M.
E.
Curren
Cap't. Blumlein, A.
Farwell,
storage
tanks
from
W.
Bynum, Texico.
J.
and Perry Keown.
Texas to Clovis. They will be
L. E. Shaw, Clovis.
located on the company's propD. O. Faville. Texico.
Praetorians to Organize.
erty in the East part of town.
F. Cates, Field.
J.
J. B. Savage, of Roswell,
E. T. Jernigan, Clovis.
, itate manager of the PraeW. J. Owens, Legansville.
Jackson Homesick
mm in thn itv the first
vf..
S. R. Copeland, Blacktower.
That C. Jackson, former West
of the week in company witn
B. J. Norby, Melrose.
Union manager a nd operator
ern
representalocal
A. L. Elwood,
A. Youngblood, Legansv.
J.
here, is homesick is in evidence
tive of the order.
E. E. Chaney, Texico.
to a
The Praetoriona have one of bv the letter he has written
PETIT JURY NAMES
part
In
Clovis.
in
the
friend
the largest and best buildings
Charles King, Legansville.
says:
in Dallas and have a large letter
A. Mandell, Clovis.
in
place
is
best
the
"Clovis
Southwest.
membership in the
W.
A. Brownell. St Vrain.
They plan on organizing a lodge the world and if some of those
Stanford, Clovis.
N.
J.
out
get
here
will
"knockers"
here soon.
O.
Neff, Clovis.
C.
will
they
towns
Texas
other
and
M, Shipp, Melrose.
W.
and
tails
tucking
their
like
feel
Miss Nettie Shumate returnA. F. Brian, Clovis.
from Chickasha, going back in their hole's." Mr.
ed Monday
A. P. Brashear Clovis.
now at Farmersville,
Oklahoma where she has been Jackson tis
C. E. Rayburn, Clovis.
teaching in the Business College. Texas.
pro-duce- s.

One of the most important
and most interesting meetings
held by the Chamber of Commerce in several months was
that of Friday night, but on account of three other attracti-

S. J. McKee, Grady.
D. L Courtney, Hollene.

Joe Burnett, Legansville.
G. W. Hawkins, Clovis.
L. C. Bradshaw, Clovis.

J.

D.

Cross, Claud.

ons in the city that night, was

A. S. Beck, Clovis.
J. E. Westfall Claud.
J. R. Swope, Melrose.
G, C. Martin, Texico.
A. E. Allen, Legansville. .
W. W. Harvey, Clovis.
A. J. Penner, Field.
J. A. Smith, Clovis.
C. C. Givan, St. Vrain."
George C. Miller, Melrose.
J. B. Miller, Melrose.
C. D. Sorrows, Hollene.
George Perkins, Melrose.

not largely attended. The interest and enthusiasm among
s.
those who did attend, was
nev-theles-

Charles Justus, St. Vrain.
W. J. Stewart, Clovis.
C. L Orr. Melrose,

Fied James, Claud.
G. A. Campbell, Clovis.
II. G. Cosby, Field.
D. V. Winn, Blacktower.

Merchant's Carnival.
Everybody should plan to
see the Merchant's Carnival
the big home talent production
to be held at the Lyceum Theatre in Clovis on Monday and
Tuesday nights, January 18 and
19, 1915.
All the leaading business firms or the city are to be
represented by the young ladies
of Clovis dressed in beautiful
and appropriate o?tu n9s suita
ble to each display, Over 100
people will take part in the play.
All home talent, fine drills,
pretty costumes, dress parades,
catchy songs and talks and acts.
Good singing and gool music.
Beautiful colored light tableaux.
Lots of fun.
The biggest
event of the season. Something
everybody will enjoy. You
can't afford to miss it. See the
Lady Blacksmith, Barber, Porter. Butcher. Dentist and many
others in their comic acts. Admission, adults only 25c. Children under 12 years, 15c. Remember this: The moving pictures will be shown free while
the crowd is gathering both
evenings. So come early and
see both entertainments for only 15 and 25c. Benefit Methodist Home Mission Society.
Tell your friends about it and
don't forget the dates.
It

apparent.
C. E. Dennis was
President, and F. S. Burns, Sec
retary by a unanimous vote.
Mr. Dennis modestly requested that a younger and more
energetic man be selected in
his place,
but the members
were so well satisfied with the
work accomplished by the organization under his directum,
for Clovis and Curry Conn
ty during the past year, that
they voted unanimously to re
tain all the old officers and directors. .
D. N. Croft spoke of the
necessity of sidewalks and street
crossings and the discussion of
the subject became general.
Each member present expressed himself in favor of
sidewalks and it was the
of opinion that a three
or four foot concrete walk
should be constructed on sever
al of the principal streets running east and west and the
cost taxed against the property
con-cens-

us

owners. Also, that the city
should put in substantial street

crossings and if necessary, to
make any extra levy for that
purpose.

committee composed of W.
Cramer, A. B. Wagner, S. A.
Jones, G. M. Bryan and D. N.
Croft were named to confer
with the City Council on the
A

B.

subject..
Another matter of much concern, not only to the business
men of Clovis but to the farmer
was freely discussed. It was
the encouragement of the building of a grain elevator and a
small flouring mill. It has long
been considered a good investment and its necessity is now
beginning to be more fully realized.
he matter was finally passed with instructions to the Secretary to write to the different

i

day which ultimately resulted
in the building of many silos;
had a Sudan Grass day when
free seed was distributed and
the town infested with farmers
and directed the most complete
County
and most successful
Fair ever held in eastern New
Mexico and possibly in the
state. The Chamber of Commerce has done good work in
the past year and can cccomplish
much more in the future.
The, secretary read a statement of the financial condition
showing that the club had been
paid out of debt and had a balance of $79.00 in one fund and
$45.00 in another.
The
were amended
and the dues reduced from $1.00
to 50 cents a month, payable
quarterly.
The meeting night was changed
to the fourth Friday of each
month.
By-la-

.

Mandell Has Sale

The Mandell Clothing Comare putting on a sale.
This week's issue of the News
contains a list of some of the
manv bargains they are offering.
It is very evident that now is the
time to purchase a suit or overcoat in order to save money.
pany

Dallas McDaniel,
who was
Buffalo Jones, capturing
live Gorillas in Africa, was in
the city several days this week.
He says that Jones left the company Btranded in Africa when
the war broke out and that he
had a very difficult time in again
reaching home. He was on the
vessel that ran into a floating
mine outside New York harbor
recently, but only slight damage
resulted.
with

Mrs. A. M. Hill is assisting
as saleslady, during the big sale
reShe will
at Luikart's.
sume teaching her kindergarten
school in a few days. The Christian Church building has been
secured for the school and as
Mrs. Hill has had 12 years experience in the work, the little
tots will be afforded the advantages only usually found in larger cities.

elevator companies and mills in Attorney W. A. Gillenwater
the country and make an effort went to Farwell Monday on
to interest them in the propo- business.
8)t0.1.
R. F. Bayless
and family
The necessity of better roads of Plain view, spent Sunday
for the farmers, residing north with W. F. Bayless and family;
and northwest of Clovis to inDr. D. L. Connell has purduce them to bring their grain
chased
the Anderson residence
to this market instead of going
on
East
side.
the
elsewhere was also mentioned.
See our line of useful value,
One thing which attracted
interest, for housekeeping.
more than ordinary
Barry Hardware Co.
was the huge stack of corresThe Store that Stays.
pondence from all parts of the
country which was received by
H. Bell returned last week
the Secretary since the last from Chicago, where he went to
meeting about a month ago. It purchase a stock of clothing.
indicates that people are inAlderman, Nichols, proorietor
terested in this section of the
of
the Clovis Shoe Store, has
country and the inquiries cover
on the sick lis t this week.
been
many branches of industry as
The Model Grocery will eive a
well as a great many requests
for sudan grass seed which the cook book free to every lady
Chamber has for sale.
buying a 25c can of Calumet
In reviewing what had been Baking Powder, Saturday.
it
accomplished by the organizaDj
you know where to call
tion during the past year, it
for first class cleaning and
was pointed out that they had pressing.
We advise you to
secured the passage of the call
& Rider, Dhone 96.
Duncan
Ocean to Ocean highway through
.
Clovis; had a successful silo
le-g-

Notice to Sudan
Grass Growers.
There will be a meeting at
office of C. E Dennis, Saturday afternoon. January 23rd
at 2:00 p. m. All those interested in Sudan Grass are requested to be present.

the

Buried at Clovis.
The body of "Cyclone" Jonns
was buried at Clovis instead of
at Claud as previously announced in the News This change
was made at' the eleventh hour
after preparations had been
made to bury him at Claud, because the son who killed him,
protested against the burial at
Claud stating that he would never return to the farm if his father was buried there.
W. C. Parish has moved
Pure Food Bakery into
Kandy Kitchen, where he
arranged dust proof cases
bread and pastries.

the
his

has
for
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55,588,352

STATE NEWS

IN

GOAL
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What Do YOU Pay?
Some men, thinking
to economize, pay 5

The government at Santiago, Chile,
ordered guillcrmo Dllllngliurst, former
MINED IN NEW MEXICO DURING
OF INTEREST TO ALL
President of Peru, and Dr. Augusto
LATE
NEW MEXICO
to leave Chilean territory within
PA8T YEAR.
eight days.
PEOPLE
The Swedish legation at (.ondon Is13
BY
Report DUNKIRK BOMBARDED
RECORD
OP TH
Inspector's
Supplementary
sued a statement concerning copper Vt imrn
CONDENSED
reall'nin N. S.rvlr.
8hows Nearly Million Pounds of
imports to Sweden, which purports to
II.VI'KN Poll t'tMIIXJ KVKVI1.
AEROPLANE8 AS ZEPPELIN
ftROORESS OP EVENTS AT.
Powder Used in Mining Coal,
show an Increase ot 4.794.K2J pounds April 2 3 Annual Mooting Hntilhweal'
HOME AND ABROAO.
HEAD8 FOR DOVER.
em New
o cuttle Growers' As
for 1914 over 191J.
seeljitiun, st Kcoilnir.
The fJerman military government in
Ira Fowler will establish a grinding W'Mtrn Newsiapr I'ntun NwaHarvlct.
Belgium characterised the report pubSanta Fe, N. M. Powder to the
mill
at House.
lished In the Amsterdam TIJd that CarFROM ALL
WIN AT LI LIE
of nearly a million pounds was BRITISH
Ninety-sidinal Mcrcler, archbishop of Mallnes,
births Is the record for amount
milling
In New Mex
uaed
coal
in
of
the
had been arrested as absolutely false. 3uay county during eleven months ot
ico during the twelve months from
Russia celebrated Christmas. War's 1914.
Nov. 1, 1913, to Oct. 31, 1914, according
ACHIEVE
SAVINGS.
RULER REORGANIZES
Owing to the excess of forage, large to a detailed report Issued by Reen II M08LEM
shadow has failed to darken the cusMENTS, SUFFERING. HOPES
tomary Christmas spirit, which la more numbers of cattle will be wintered in Reddow, state mine Inspector. This
HIS FORCES AFTER DEFEAT
variously and Intensely manifested in Quay county.
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
recently
report supplements that
IN CAUCASUS CAMPAIGN.
the Husslnn capital than elsewhere In
Two hoys of Fort Sumuer are re- made to Governor McDonald.
the world.
ported to have recently killed 909 rab
The exact amount of powder UBed
I'nlno N.. S.rvle.
witm
Arrangement! between Great Brit bits in three days.
was 9oi,6,"iG pounds, and it Included Wcat.in .'npuer I'nlun News Hrlre.
ABOUT THE WAR.
ain. Italy and the Netherlands have
The old hotel Le Itoy on Grand ave Black, Giant aud Monobell.
London, Jan. II. German armies
been completed whereby commerce to nue, near Fifth street, a landmark of
The fact that Now Mexico has a
Vlvlanl
of
Madame
and
('rentier
again striking at Warsaw from two
are
I
woman
two
the
latter
superintendent
Is
countries
from
mine
Vegas
the
another
as
since lsal. was destroyed
Along the Vistula to the
directions.
Paris have received official conflrina- - United States Is expected to undergo by fire.
Interesting
report.
Is
Item of the
She
capital heavy fightPolish
of
tiiMi of the death of their youngest sou a minimum ot molestation.
west
the
The exact amount due the State Mrs. Mclvers of Carrlzozo, who owns ing has been resumed, and ot the same
oa the field of battle.
The Marquis ot Crewe announced In College by the First State Bank ol and manages the Willow during coal
time a new attack has been launched
It is officially announced that the the House of Lords in
that It Lns duces at the time ot its failure mine lu Lincoln county.
Petrograd war
decialv
a
iiiKinn trooim hae Rallied
The report shows that the produc from tha north. The
was the definite opinion of the British Was $70.iU.72.
as more
victory at Sail Kamysh. The entire admiralty that the battleship Fortion In the year of coal worth $.5kk,-352.1- office described the fighting
Raymond Smalts, an employ of I
Ninth nrniy roiys of the Turks wni midable had been sunk by two
was divided among the operat- and more desperate.
cold btorage company, had his right ing concerns as
i sutured.
follows:
discharged by a submarine.
arm entirely severed by a circular saw
Paris. A dispatch to the Havas
show
reaching
Ixnidon
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain A Pacific,
The
The arrest of Cardinal Mercier has at the company's plant.
agency
from Dunkirk says a doxen
uer
llmdenburg,
;i.iirriil
Vim
Stag Canon, 9l.79A.Sti9.the
tl.794.2N9.49f
iimi
creuteri a profound sensation throughaeroplanes bombarded Dunkirk aud
Fifty farm houses within the Tucura-car- i 59; New Mexico aud Colorado,
man commander In Poland, for Mine out Belgium. According to reports reenvirons Sunday. Thirty bombs were
district have phone connect loni
$1,080,703.85;
time past has mado no appreciable ceived in Loudon, the Hermans also
wltb the county seat and mont of the Gallup, $74,895.09; Enterprise, $3,000; thrown by the airmeu, but there were
progress toward Warsaw.
BIP
arrested the printer of the cardinal's towns of the county.
victims.
Diamond, $381,28.1.15; Government tewA Zeppelin
Ihh from Sofia, Bulgaria, give pastoral letter who until recently was
by fOUll
uccompanied
airship,
It Is staled that plans are. being Crown Point, $350; Coal Rasln, $2,500;
In circumstantial detull an account of the burgomaster of Mallnes, but reover
to un won car naauLTa
made for a railroud that will provide Government Fort Defiance. $1,980; In three German monoplanes, passed
unsettled conditions at Constantinople,
leased him on bail.
Saturday
Calais
and
Dunkirk
Fumes.
GSMSSci HATES
dependent,
a
$8,027.25;
route
New
Gollno,
$4,125;
from
direct
Mexico coal
where it l said that internal disorders
LIBERAL LOANS MADE
WRITE US
Baudlno, $15,750; Government Ship night. It was believed the aircraft
fields to the Gulf of Mexico.
ait well an attacks from without, ap
was headed for Dover.
SPORT.
It is reported that "blackleg" hai Rock, $1,316; Enterprise, $H00; Thom
parenily are feared.
A vigilant aeroplane and automobile
Albuquerque Cerrlllos,
appeared among cuttle In the Mori as, $3,7u0;
'I'lie London Post's Bucharest corre
patrol were maintained on the English III W. SOUTH WATER T..CHIOAQO
The twenty-seconannual meeting nrlty district mid that several
Carthage,
$226,837.50;
Emer$114,660;
calvei
iiionileitt says: "Rumania Is moblllz of the i'nlted State Oolf Association
son Allaire, $20,677.50; Wild .Cat, $.',.- - coast.
have died within the last few duya.
tug T.'io.timi men. of which uumbor half at New York was preceded by
dina
000;
Mclvers, $5,000; Luchettl, $17,280.
Ru ner to the officers,
The first skunk-farIn New Mextcc
iiillllim form the field army,
I guidon.
A dispatch to the Dally Excommitteemen
Only two conipanlc.i, the St. Louis,
is cooitsotly growing in favor because it
is to be established in Mora count
mania will strike, even should Italy do and delegates.
Rocky Mountain and Pacific, and tho press from Boulogne says confirmaDoes
Not Stick to the Iron
by
war."
the
Hallenbeck,
Albert
enter
ol
to
a
stockman
ide n"t
A coast to coust automobile race for
Stag Canon, produced coke. The total tion has been obtained of the rumors Mid it will
not Injure the finest fabric. Foi
county, who resides near Colmor
that
Lille
A IN trugrad dispatch to the London
evacuated
have
the
Germans
that
a Iri.wiu water was arranged at New
value of the coke was $1,311,731.62.
laundry
It has no equal. 16 os.
Company says: York between Raoul La Mat,
A telegram received at HUlsborc
now in possessslon package 1 purposes
Is
city
Kxeliaime
and
the
that
well
more starch lor sane money
0c
anCongressman
from
Fergusson
It is officially estimated that twenty
British.
of
the
known In New York sporting circles,
DEFIANCE STARUI CO., Omaha, Nebrstki
Land Commissioner Makes Report.
even Ceiuian army corps are operat and Stanley James, a former Wash nounces that the Palomas Springs bill
ItUKslu.
Fe.
now
h.is
The
hundred
passed
Four
Representaiiig against
taxable lands with
.Santa
that
the House of
London. Should Rumania,
ington newspaper man.
Next Gentleman, Please.
in the stato of New Mexico total 20,- - tho Russians are on the border It not
tives.
Ikiiih ixl Germans and Austrian huve
Said He Mrs. Threetlmes la
ot
Directors
Horse
Show
aud
397,318
the
acres, or only a little more actually In Transylvania, decide to par- widow, Is she not?
prisoners, and
n trend v been taken
E. C. da Ilaca, lieutenant governor
of tho nontaxable ticipate In the war on the aide of the
their killed and wounded are three or Midwinter fair, scheduled for the Den- of New Mexico, represented Govern- than
Said She Yes, temporarily.
ver
stockyards,
Juu. IS to 23. an or McDonuld at the opening ot the lands, which amount to 58,088,412 allies, her army will provide the miss
four times heavier.
'Aside from the continued Russian nounced their success In obtaining one Panama California Exposition at San atfres. The total area of the stuto Is ing link In the chain of troops wind78,485,760 acres.
Those figures are ing from the Baltic to the Adriatic a
pursuit of the Turkish forces defeated of the finest Judglug staffs that has Diego.
STOMACH
ever been brought to Denver for an
E
contained In the biennial report of distance, roughly, ot 1,300 miles.
in the Caucasus and the continuation
piM.,
O.
a
Anselm
7.
Weber,
Rev.
event of a similar character.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen, filed
This battle line would be composed
of Die Russian advance through the
oneer Cathollo missionary to the Nav- with Governor
McDonald. In the non- of Russians, Rumanians, Serviuns and
A report, states that an "old time ajo Indians, celebrated his silver Jubipusses of the Carpathian mountains
killing" on the Juarez race course was lee at the Sacred Heart church In taxable lands are Included those Montenegrins on the one side, and Ger
sieifo warfare with Intermittent artil
owned by the state, which total
mans and Awstro Hungarians on the
lry duels seems tor the, moment to registered by "Jack" Richardson, (iiillup.
acres.
The unappropriated other.
prevail almost everywhere In the area trainer and horse owner of Denver,
A $030,000 deal was closed by wire lands ot the United
States government
'Tape's Diapepsln" fixes sick,
of Inutilities In the eastern zono as netting him $ 10,000 ou I'plaud King,
from Los Angeles which Involves he amount to 30,341,843 acres, and the
l.ondon. Tho TurkB have takeu the
well as In iliu western, according to known among turfmen as one ot the
sour, gassy stomachs in
transfer ot the entire holdings ot the forest reservations to 9,881,660 acres, offensive in
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Pumpkin Center Paragraphs
Everybody seems to be busy,

threshing is the main topic of
discussion.
Mesdames Foor, Ilileman'and
Reid cooked dinner for the
)q ; threshing crew while they were
at P. McDaniels.
Robert Flearnoy is wearing a
bruised face lately caused from
being hit in the face with some
feed while helping thresh Monday morning.
, Mr. and Mrs. Flournoy went
to town Friday and were accompanied back by Misses Murl- and
Jessie Douglass, as far as the
Douglass ranch.
Little Neva Joe Pace is now
staying at home and going to
-'

-

school.

P McDaniel call at the

Doug-

lass home on his way to town
Monday morning.
Who?
Is it who is counting the days?
Is it who wears a smile most
of the time, lately?
Does not believe that they are
getting old anyhow?
Keeps watch of the roads?
Forgets what ihey forgot and
keeps on forgetting until they
are almost forgotten?
Is it who is waiting for an invitation and also who has already been invited?
Knows how to cook Mexican
beans?
Is it thai! knows the road from
Clovis to Pumpkin Center?
Has a watch?
Gets very important letters?

Claud Items
Mrs. Belle Vance and Lydia

&

Marks from Parsons, Kansas,
sisters of A. L Marks, came
Sunday for a short visit.
Miss Susie Jones was the
guest of Ada Stahl Sunday.
Miss Mildred Rork was in
Clovis Sunday night and Monday.
There was preaching services
at the school house Sunday
morning and a good crowd attended.
Willis Jones, from Oklahoma,
returned home Monday.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. C. V.
Kelly, a 7 pound boy, Saturday
morning.
James Roberts and Chester
Marks are real proud boys now,
having caught a coyote in a steel
trap Sunday morning.
J. L. Moore was in Clovis Friday night and Saturday.
M. Pipkin was hauling lumber
from Clovis Saturday for a new
house on his farm. We are very
glad to have them move back in
this neighborhood.
Elizabeth O'Hara was home
Saturday and Sunday from
school visiting her mother and
sister.
Rev. Etchison, from Clovis,
spent Saturday night at the
F. J. Rork home.
A. L. Marks was out to the
farm Monday.
Clifford and Wesley Rork took
two loads of maize to Clovis
Saturday.
Jay Marks came home Monday for election. He was on the
election board.
Mim MiMrorl T?nrlr rallorl nn
Mrs. C. H. Westfall one day last

week.

Echoes From Enterprise.
This country seems to be on
the boom, from the way the
covered wagons are coming in.
It is a very common sight to see
five and six wagons in a bunch.

People are just now beginning
to realiza what a fine country
New Mexico is.

. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker
entertained a number of their
friends Saturday evening, in
honor of Miss Leona Fine, who
is visiting witn Mrs. J. Hoiden.
The evening was spent in playing parlor games, music and
singing. The music furnished
by Mrs. Ben Shell and Miss
Clara Zwissler was very much
enjoyed by all. At a late hour
expressing their
all departed,
many thanks to the host and
hostess for their kind hospitality.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Snell, Mr. and Mrs.
J. Hoiden, C. Carnihan, Mr.
Brabweil, D. H. Hoiden, Misses
Ethel ai.d Rena Carninan, Ollie
Sears, Grace Lewii), Julia, Mag
gie and Sallie Bra swell, Clara
Zwissler, Grace Rogers, Letha
Lock. Leona Fine and Messrs.
fom Crump, BryonKingry, Will
and Joe McGregor, Lenord and
Roy Bras well, Travis Alley,
John, Harvey and Garland
Houston, Frank and Creston
Walker.
We are very sorry to report
Mrs. J. Houston on the sick list
ibis week, but we hope for her
speedy recovery.
Miss Clara Zwissler Visited
with Mrs. John F. Taylor Thursday.
Mrs. C. Carnihan visited Mrs.
J. Houston Saturday.
D. H. lloluen, of New Hope,
vifited wilh Jim Hoiden and
family Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Sears, of Clovis,
visited wuh Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
TodJ, Sunday.
Misses Ethel and Rena Carni
han called on Misses Bessie and
Edith Melton, Sunday afternoon.
Miss Ollie Sears,
of Clovis,
spent Saturday night and Sunday with Mrs. Jim Hoiden.
Mrs. Braswell called on Mrs.
C. Carnihan, Monday.
Miss Hasel Kingry returned
home Saturday, from Oklahoma.
Mr. and Mrs. Lovette called
on Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker,
Sunday.
Miss Mary Alley called on Mrs.
Homan, Sunday.
Mr. Beckley, the Watkins
man, was seen in our vacinity,
Tuesday.
Paul Mersfelder has moved on
the Ghrisam place, just east of

the school house.
Mrs. J. T. Lewis has been
helping take care of Aunt Mary
some since Mrs. Stuble has been
gone.

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

T-

Physician and Surgeon
Office in Jackson Bldg.

b

The Model Grocery

&

Opposite Postoifice
Residence 269

Office Phone 231

E. M.

Chapman
DENTIST

$3.50

American Lady Flour, per hundred
Swift's Jewel Compound, large size

.95
1.35
30
20
S0

Cottolene, large size bucket
Swift's Premium Bacon, per lb. by the strip
Swift's Premium Hams, per pound
Bear Brand Sorghum, per bucket
Farmer Jones Syrup, per bucket
No. 3 Regal Tomatoes,

per can
--

--

OUR MOTTO IS

1--

2

Office Opposite Postoflice

D. L. Connell, M. D.
Physician & Surgeon

10
25
35

OFFICE IN ELKS HOME

Office Phone 146, Res Phone 326

W. A. Gillenwater
LAWYER

pounds

New Mexico.

Clovis,

1.00
.45

pounds

Corn Meal, 17

Physician & Surgeon

100

Rio Coffee, 7 pounds
17

Dr. J. R. Haney

50

Grayson's Soap, 20 bars
Flower Bud Toilet Soap, 12 bars
Sugar,

Over First National Bank,
Phone 95.
New Mexico.
Clovis,

R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST
Office Opposite P. O.
Phone 89.
NEW MEX.
CLOVIS,

"LARGE SALES AND SMALL PROFITS"

FREE To every lady purchasing a 25 cent can of Calumet
Baking Powder on Saturday, we will give a cook book free,

DR. A. L. DILLON

The Model Grocery

Physician & Surgeon-Specia-l
attention to diseases f
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.

A,

B.

Over Firat National Bank,
Oflte. Hhon. 168. Iiwldcnc. Fhon

Phone 29.

Austin, Proprietor

Clovis,

D. D.
much interested in the work.
They also seem to take much interest in their school. Prof.
Mickle is working hard and has
a large school for the country,
there being 24 pupils in regular
attendance.
t
We hear there was a class of
14 who took the Civil Service
Examination at Clovis last
Sat-urda-

y.

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
Crook, of Blacktower, for the
past week returned home Monday.
W. I. McConnell has erected a
big grainery on his farm.
You can hear the thresher on
all sides in this neighborhood
now, as every body is having
their feed thrashed.
S. J. Hobbs is building a silo
on his place.
Bill Wilmon has his wind mill
running again.
Mrs. J. T. Cain was the guest
of Mrs. Alvin Norris Sunday.
Mrs, Norris gave a birthday
dinner.
Mrs. Mollie Stotts and her
daughter. Marie, have moved
from the Lema Hobbs place over
south of Blacktower and are
now living on the K. V. Stotts

Quite a crowd met at the home
of D. Turner and enjoyed a feast
of good things.
The wife of our friend and
neighbor, David Moore, is very
sick at this writing.
Miss A. McLean attended the
teachers examination at Clovis
last Friday and Saturday.
Mrs. T. A. Slater is on the
sick list at present.
W. M. Bettis and J. H. Berry
were Texico visitors Monday and place.
Tuesday.
Mrs. S. L Ash was the guest
There is much grain being of Miss Dela Eller Tuesday.
hauled past here to Clpvis and

What do you think of this, for
New Mexico? Edd Homan took
a load of corn to Texico, Tuesday
which brought him a little better
than $28.00. Hurrah! Hurrah!
for New Mexico, the land of
good roods and good prices.
McGregor,
Grandma
Mrs.
Hershey,
C. Zwissler,
Miss Texico.
Clara Zwissler and Joe McGregor attended church in Clovis, Sunday.

Havener Happenings

Old Timer.

Blacktower Budget

Two parties were given during
the holidays. A New Years
party at the home of Miss Nellie
Willis and a party and taffy
pulling by the Geo. Birdsall Sr.

Frio Facta
There was an election held at
Some of thfl nponla nf fhia the Parsonage yesterday. Mr. family.

three children to school.

New-

comers are always welcome

in
New Mexico.
A death message was received
by the Clawson family, Sunday
D. V. Winn's mother is seriously ill in Texas. Mr. Winn
expects to go immediately to see

I.

New Mex.

Swearingin

of th. Arm of

Drm.

Pmlay

a Rwauinala

of Ronr.II

will be in Clovis from
to 20th of each month

the 10th
treating

diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses,
DR. H.

R

GIBSON

Osteopath

her.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Birdsall Sr.
Mary
George Birdsall. Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
William and Russel Hankhouse given to diseases

and

of women.
and Grace, Earl and Pearl Elva
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
Anderson were guests of Prof,
and Mrs. C. C. Ford, Sunday.
Office jyerSkidmore Drug Store
Office Phone 883. Res. 390.
Mr. Fuller preached for us
Sunday.
New Mexico.
Lovis,
Roberc Byrnes was manager
of the P. O. and Grocery store
Sunday while Mr, White was L.
m. d,
?
visiting
& Surgeon.
Little Miss Helen Willis is on ...Physician
the sick list.
Office opposite Antlers Hotel
Res. 219.
Both our Sunday School Supt.
Office phone 53.
and Secy, and treas. were ab...I ALSO FIT GLASSES...
sent last Sunday, so the assis- - - New Mex.
tants in both positions filled the Clovis,
vacancies,
Grace Anderson visited home
folks Saturday and Sunday.
A pie supper is to be given at
for all kinds of
the Havener School house SaturMeats and Produce
day night January 23, The proMethogiven
Phone 123.
to
the
be
ceeds are
Phone 123.
dist minister, who has an invalid

A. Dickman,

Walker's Market

A new family has taken charge wife.
community attended
Sunday McMuIlen and Loyde Riley were
Mrs. Roy McMillan entertain
School at Shiloh last Sunday and elected for this Precinct, No. 3. of the "Havener Hotel" and alAmy Anderson visited friends
ed the W. T. K. Club the first
there was certainly a larore
Mrs. S. L. Ash, of Santa Rosa, so the blackmsith shop. They in and nearStVrain Thursday
of the week.
crowd present and all seemed N. M., who has been visiting are newcomers and are sending of last week.
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SAFETY FIRST!

SAFETY FIRST!

and Sight
Secretary McAdoo calls attention to THREE BANKS in New Mexico who carry an excess of protection in Cash
Exchange. THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK is one of the three. We have always believed in safe and conservative metn.
ods which have occasioned the above protection for our customers.
DO YOUR BANKING WITH

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
ALEX SHIPLEY, President.

"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES'

J. C. NELSON, Cashier.
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The Trey O' Heart
A Novelised Venion of the Moll on Picture Drtuna of the
Produced by the Universal Film Co.

Stmt

and nil of
Bis first glance discovered the wheel ago, iwset as pSMh gun as big
a
deserted, the woman with back to nlm sudden whips out a
'
a "
standing at the taffrall, Barcus no- cannon, points It at mr
wind. Bator
OHAPTKFt Xk
where to be seen. The second con- den m to luff Into ths
dramlng,
I
wasn't
sure
could
make
I
Seaventure
the
firmed bis surmise that
sup
air
In
th
twlo
fired
bad
now
the
wind,
and
Blue Watsr.
bad come up Into the
Anxiety ate like an acid at Alan's was yawing oft wildly Into the trough nal to that blessed fisherman astern
heart If this shift to the sea might of a stiff If not heavy sea. A third there at least, they answered with
power whlstl and
be thought a desperate venture, he showed blm, to bis amazement, the two toots of
was a weathered
r
overhauled changed course to run up to ns. Look
fisherman
man and Gloucester
tM
undismayed.
with such ease that morning and now, bow she's gained already
to throw
happen
she
did
bow
horl
But when he
"But
by
rights,
the
down
northern
hotel
well
the
one surprising thing happened that ton not two miles distant, and stand' you overboard?"
gave him new heart momentarily It Ing squarely for the smaller vessel.
"Happen nothing I" Barcus snapped,
seemed almost as If bis luck had
BewUdered, he darted to the girl's getting to hie feet "She did it
flew at me like a wildcat
turned. For, ae be paused by the desk side, with a shout, demanding to
of the cashier to demand bis bill, the know what was the matter. She
elevator gate opened and Rose came turned to him a face be hardly recog
out eagerly to meet blm with an eager nlzed but still he didn't understand.
air of hope that masked measurably The Inevitable Inference seemed a
the signs of fatigue.
thing unthinkable; hi brain faltered
"I worried so I couldn't rest," she when asked to credit It. Only when
told him guardedly as ho draw her he saw her tearing frantically at the
aside; "so I arose and got ready, and painter, striving to cast It oft and with
watched from the window till I st
It the dory towing a hundred feet or
you drive up."
so astern, and when another wonder
He acquainted her briefly with bis lng glance bad discovered the bead
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why ! believe you, but I do
my band I"
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with the cunning of a madwoman, the
heart of a thug, the faoo of a charm
Used
ing child the face of tha woman that
Tlio I of lli.uru la n. Meath-stfn
private war of at beside him, duplicating
by Hnmn Triim In
Its every
Judaughter,
Ihrmigh nif
veniruiic.
dith, a woman i f v l. nl and criminal perfect feature so nearly that even he
wages
sanity,
he
uueetl'iiini'1temper end
!'
fntiier tnow who loved the one could scaroely disAkuiiii-- i
aIuii Ijiw
tinguish her from the other but by InactMiTt Trim- held fM"""11'1" ,for
cident whl.h ina.l. nlm n helpless crlpule. stinct, Intuition, blind guesswork. . . .
Iloee, Judith's tm Hf.il double, learning
He nodded
confirmaof hr alatur'e I'amfw nitolnjt Alan,
the tion of a surmise slowly settling Into
leavm her Imni" I" nM ''I'", whom Alan
In
'inntances
lov...
dimnuth'
8YN0PSIS.

-

heavy-hearte-

,,..
her love:
i,.i,i.'. )!( nrj ,,
but failure lo el.aki. i.ln o. t.iiianoy to Rose
flxe Jiirillh In her rirpnee.
--

CHAPTER

IX.

Forewarned.
Tha thing was mininged with an Ingenuity tlmt Alan termed devilish It
Indisputably Machiavellian.
The lovers had coin" down from the
North In hot baste and the shadow of
Two days of steady traveling
death
by canoe, by woods trail, by lake
t
hours of fatigue
learner
and strain eased by not one Instant'!
relaxation from tlio high tension of
vigilance upon which their very lives
wore to a culmination
depended
through title tedious afternoon on the
a trap of phystrain from Mooselu-aical torment only made possible by
Alan's luck In securing, through sheer
accident, two parlor-ca- r
reservations
turned back at the lant moment before leaving Klneo stutlon.
longest afternoon
No nistter--th- e
must hare Its evening.
As If In answer to this thought, the
train slowed down with whistling
brakes to the Inst hill station, and as
the trucks groaned and moved anew,
a lout of a boy came galloping down
the alele, brandishing two yellow envelopes and blattlng like a stray calf:
s
"Mlsta Lawr! Mlsta I.awr!
for Mlsta Lawr!"
Alan had been expecting at every
station a prepaid reply to his wire for
reservations on the night express from
Portland to New York.
Hut w hy two envelopes superscribed
"Mr. A. Law, Klnen train southbound,
Oakland 8ta.?"
He tore one open, unfolded the
and grunted disgust with Ha
curt advice, opened the other and
caught his breath sliarplv as he withdrewpart way only a playing card,
a trey of hearts.
Thrusting It back quickly, he clapped
both envelopes together, tore them
Into a hundred fragments, and scattered them from In- window. Hut

tu

forty-eigh-

Tel'-gram-

d

conviction In hie mind, that such cunning, such purpose and pertinacity
could not possibly spring from a mind
well balanced, that the woman, Judith
Trine, elster to the Rose be loved so
well, was
mad as that monomaniac,
her father, who sat helpless In his
cell of alienee and shadows In New
York, day after day, eating hie heart
out with Impatience for the word that
his vengeance had been consummated
by the daughter whom he had Inspired
to execute It.
An hour late, In dusk of evening,
the train lumbered Into Portland station; and, heart In mouth, Alan helped
Rose from the steps, shouldered a way
for her through the crowd, and almost
lifted her Into a taxlcab.
"Best hotel In town," he demanded.
"And be quick about It for a double
tip."
He communicated his one desperate
scheme to the girl en route, receiving
her Indorsement of It So, having registered for her and seen her safely to
the door of the best available room in
the house within ready call of the pub
lic lobby and office, he washed up,
gulped a hasty meal which Rose had
declined to share, pleading fatigue
and hurried. away Into the night with
only the negro driver of a public back,
picked up haphazard at some distance
from the hotel, for his guide.
CHAPTER X.

Fortuity.
He wasted the better part of an
hour In fruitless and perhaps til- advised Inquiries; then his luck, such
It was, led him on suspicion down
a poorly lighted wharf, at the extreme end of which he dlecovered a
lonely young man perched atop a pile,
hands In pockets, gaze turned to a
tide whereon, now black night had
fallen, pallid wraiths of yachts swung
Just visibly beneath uneasy riding
lights.
"Pardon me," Alun ventured, "but
perhaps you can help me
'You've come to the wrong shop, my
friend." the young man Interposed
with morose civility; "I couldn't help
anybody out of anything the way I
am now."
"I'm sorry," said Alan, "but
thought possibly you might know
where I could find a seaworthy boat
to charter."
The young mau slipped smartly
down from his perch. "If you don't
look sharp," he said ominously, "you'll
He waved
charter the Seaventure."
his hand toward a vessel moored
alongside the wharf: "There she Is,
and a bettor boat you won't find
fifty feet over
horsepower, motor auxnil, twenty-fiv- e
iliary, two staterooms
all ready for
as long a coastwise cruise ae you care
to take. Come aboard."
He led briskly across the wharf,
down a gaugplank, then aft along the
deck to a companlonway, by which the
two men gained a comfortable and
roomy cabin, bright with fresh white
enamel,
"Name, Harcus," the young muu In''christroduced himself cheerfully;
tened Thomas. Nativity, American,
Stale of life, flat broke, Thai's the.
rub,'1 he laughed, and shrugged, shame"I found myself bard up this
faced
spring with this boat on my hands,
sunk every cent I had and then some
fitting out on an oral charter with
a moneyed blighter In New York, who
was to have met me here a fortnight
since. He didn't and here I am. In
pawn to the ship chandler, desperste
enough for anything."
"How much do you owe?"
"Upwards of a hundred."
"Ssy 1 advanced that amount when
oan we sail?"
Tta young mau reflected briefly.
"There's something so engagingly
about this proceeding," be observed wistfully. "I've got the strangest kind of a hunch It's going to go
through. Pay my bills, and we can be
off inside an hour. That
He checked with an exclamation of
dlsmsy, chapfallen. "1 may bev some
trouble scaring up a rw at short
notice. I bad two men engaged, but
last week they got tired doing nothing for nothing and left me flat."
"Then that's settled." Alan said. "1
know boat; I'll be your crew and tha
better satisfied to have nobody else
aboard."
The eye of Mr. Barcus clouded.
"See here, my headlong friend, what's
I don't
your llttls game, anyway?
mlud playing the fool on the high seas,
but I'll be no party to a kidnaping

fortune.
But aha seemed unable to echo his
confidence or even to overcome the
heaviness of her spirits when their
cab, without misadventure, set them
down at the wharf.
Here, Alan had feared, was the era
clal point of danger if the influence
of the trey of hearts was to bring
disaster upon them It would be here,
In the hush and darkness of this de
serted water front. And he bore himself most warily as he helped the girl
from the car and to the gangplank of
the Seaventure. But nothing happened; while Mr. Barcus was as good
as hie word. Alan bad barely set foot
on deck, following the girl, when the
gangplank came aboard with a clatter,
and the Seaventure swung away from
the wharf.
Until the distance was too great for
even a flying leap Alan lingered watchfully on deck.
At length, satisfied that all was well,
be returned to the cabin.
"All right," he nodded; "we're clear
of that lot, apparently; nobody but the
three of ue aboard. Now you'd best
turn In This Is evidently to be your
stateroom, this one to port, and you'll
have a long night's sleep to make up
for what you've gone through dear-

est"

He drew nearer, dropping his voice
tenderly.
And of a sudden, with a
little low cry, the girl came Into his
arma and clung pastonately to him.
"But you?" she murmured.
"You
II What about
need rest as much
you T"
"Oh, no I don't" he conteuded. "Besides I'll have plenty of time to rest

and shoulders of Mr. Barcus rising
over the stern of the dory as be strove
to lift himself out of the water only
then did Alan begin to appreciate
what had happened.
Even so, It was with the feeling that
all the world and himself as well had
gone stark, raving mad, that be seized
the girl and, despite her struggles, tors
her away from the rail before she had
succeeded In unknotting the painter.
"Rose!" be cried stupidly. "Rose I
What's the matter with you? Don't
you see what you're doing?"
Defiance Inflamed her countenance
and acceuts. "Can't you ever say any
thing but 'Rose! Roeel Hose!" Is
there no other name that means anything to youT Can't you understand
how Intolerable It Is to me? I love
you no less than shebetter than she
tver dreamed of loving you because
I hate you, too! What Is love that
is no more than love? Can't you un
derstand ?"
"Judith I" he cried In a voice of stu
pefaction.
"But Good Lord! how
did you get aboard? Where's Rose?"
'Where you'll not find her easily
again," the woman angrily retorted.
"Trust me for that!"
'What do you mean?" Illumination
came In a blinding flash. "Do you
mean It was you you whom I brought
aboard last night?"
"Who else?"
'You waylaid her there In the hotel,
substituted yourself for her, deceived
me Into thinking you I"
"Of course," she said simply. "Why
not? When 1 saw her sleeping there
the mirror of myself, completely at
my mercy
what else should I think
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Could Have Ground HI
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iud wbiskd one small
Tha fiendish
crap back and only one! Into ths
tap of the woman be loved.
Vainly he prayed that she might
be asleep. The silken laebet trembled
on bar cheeks and lifted slightly, disclosing the dark glimmer of questioning eye. And as sue clipped the scrap
of cardboard between thumb and forefinger he bent forward and silently
took It from her one corner of the
trey of hearts, but Inevitably a corner
bearing the figure 3" above a heart.
"Tha Pullman agent at Portland
wires no reservations available on any
New Tork train In the next thirty-sihour," he said with lowered voir.
"Couldn't we possibly catch the New
York boat tonight?'
Ha shook a glum head. "No 1
looked that up first. It leaves before
we get In."
She said, "Too bad.'' abstractedly,
recloaed her eyes, and apparently
lapsed anew Into
but without deceiving him who could
wail guess what poignant anxiety
gnawed at her heart.
He could have ground bla teeth in

exasperation.
To think that this was America, this
the twentieth century, the apex of the
highest form of civilization the world
had aver known and still a man
could be hunted from pillar to post,
haunted with threats, harried with attempts at assassination In a hundred
jfoimg" and that by a slip of a girl
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8he Whips Out a &u
up ubce we're fnli ly at sua. Hart us
and I eran4 watch and watch, of
course.
There's nothing for you to
do but be completely at your ease.
But you must let me go."
By midnight the Seaventure was
close
spinning swiftly
reefed to a snoring sou'weet wind
the fixed white eye of Portland head
light fast falling astern.
CHAPTKR XII.
Down the Cape.

At

four o'clock, or shortly after,

Alan waa awakened by
pounding Imperatively overhead, and
went on deck ataln, to stand both dogwatches saw the sun lift up smiling
over a world of tumbled blue water,
crossed the wake of a Cunard liner Inbound for Boeton, raised and over
hauled a graceful but buslnneellke
Uarcus
Gloucester,
(from
opined when called to stand bis trick
at eight) and saw It a mile or two
astern when still aching with fatigue
he was free to return to his berth
for another fot'r bour rest
Tbls time misguided consideration
Induced Barcus to let his crew sleep
through th first sfternoon watch. Six
bells war ringing when, In drowsy apprehension that something bad gone
suddenly and radically wrong, Alan
waked.
H wa on deck again almost before
be rubbed the sleepiness from bis
t
syes, emerging abruptly from th
oabln to a dazsl of sunthe
of
InterruptAlan
elopement,"
s
"It an
filled th cup of day with
ed on Inspiration. "We've simply got light thatgold, even a he passed from
rarefied
midnight."
by
to get clear of Portland
security to realisation of
"You're, onl" Barcus agreed prompt- conviction of extraordinary peril.
and
ly, his face clearing. "Ood only knows immediate
boot-heel-

s
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Is"

or"
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half-ligh-

n as Big

as

Cannon,

of than to take her place with (he man
I loved?
I knew you'd never know the
difference at least 1 was fool enough

for the moment to believe I could
stand being loved by you In her name!
It was only today, when I'd had time
to think, that I realised bow Impossible that was!"
A audden slap of the mainsail boom
atbwartshlps and a simultaneous cry
from over the stern roused Alan from
his consternation to fresh appreciation
of th emergency. With scant consideration he hustled the woman to th
companlonway and below, slammed Its
doors and closed her In with th sliding hatch all In a breath then
sprang to th taffrall, Just In time to
lend a helping hand sorely wanted by
Mr. Barcus In his efforts to climb
aboard, after he had pulled the dory
up nnder the stern by ite painter.
He came over the rail In a towering
temper.
"I bop you'll pardon the apparent
Impertinence,"
be suggested acidly,
as soon as able to articulate coherently "but may I Inquire If that
vixen Is your blushing
bloody-mindebrlde-to-b?-

d

"

Alan shook a helpless head. Th
thing defied reasonable explanation.
He mad a feeble stagger at It without much satisfaction either to himself or to the outraged Barcus.
"No It's all a damnable mistake!
She's her sister I mesn, the right
girl's sister snd her precis double-foo- led
roe not quite right In the head,
I'm afraid."
"You may well be afraid, you poor
"D'you
flat!" Mr. Barcus snapped.
know what sbe did? Threw me over
board! raotl Cam on deck a while

m

ana glnny. Thfongh the gloaming,
with th aid of glasses, figures might
t seen moving about her decks; and1
it grew still more dark sh lowered
had
g small boat that theretofor
swung in davits. A little later a bint
humming notss drifted across th tide.
"Power tender," th owner of tha
"Coming t
Seaventure Interpreted.

u

call, I presume, Sociable lot What
I can't make out Is why they aem
It necessary to tow our
Uneasy conscience, maybe
what?"
binoculars
and
He lowered th
glanced Inquiringly at his employer,
who grunted his disgust, and said no
more.
"Don't take it so hard, old top," Barcus advised with a change of not
from Irony to sympathy. Then h roe
and dived down th companlonway,
presently to reappear with a megashotgun,
phone and a
dory-back-

double-barrele-

t
parties In this oat
fit" he explained, grinning amiably.
"None of that old stuff, revised to suit
your Infatuated female friend one

"No

cuttlng-ou-

aboard the' lugger and th man I
mine!"
Stationing himself at th seaward
rail, where bis figure would show In
sharp silhouette against ths glowing
sunset sky, be brandished th shotgun at arm's length above his head,
and bellowed stertorously through th
megaphone:
"Keep off! Keep off! This mean
you! Come within gunshot and III
blow your fool heads off!"
Putting-- aside th megaphone, be sat
down again. "Not that I'd dare fir
this blunderbuss," he confided, "with
this reek of gasoline; but Just for
moral effect Phew-w- l
I'd glv a dol
lar for a breath of clean air; I've Inhaled so much gas In th last few
hours I'm
down to my
silly old toes!"
For thirty minute
nothing happened, other than that th sound of
tb fisherman's launch was stilled. It
rested moveless In th waters, two
figures mysteriously busy In the cockpit, the Sesveoture's dory trailing behind It on a long painter.
Gradually
these detail
bcam
blurred, and were blotted out by tb
closing shadows. The afterglow In
the weet grew cool and faint. The
crimson waters darkened, to mauve,
to violet, to a translucent green, to
blackness.
Par up the coast two
white eyes, peering over the horizon,
stared steadfastly through the dark.
"Chatham lights," Barcus said they
were.
Abruptly be dropped the glaasea and
Jumped up. "Hear thatl" be orled.
Now the humming of the motor wa
again audible and growing louder with
every Instant; and Alan, getting to hi
feet In turn, Infected with the excitement of Barcus, could Just make out
at some distance a dark shadow beneath the dim, spluttering glimmer of
light, that moved swiftly and steadily
toward the Peaventure.
"What the devil!" be demanded,
puzzled.
"You uttered a mouthful when you
aald
'devil'!"
Barcus commented,
grasping his arm and hurrying blm to
the landward aide of the vossel.
"Quick kick off your shoes get set
for a mile long swim! Devil's work,
all right!' he panted, hastily divesting himself of shoes and outer garments. "I couldn't made out what
they were up to till I saw them lash
the wheel, light the fuse, start th
motor, and take to the dory. They'v
made on grand little torpedo boat out
of that tender"
Ho sprang upon the rati, steadying
hiuiMcIf with a slay.
"Ready?" h
asked. "Look sharp!"
fly way or answer. Alan Joined him;
tho two had dived as one, entering th
water with a single splash, and eotn- d

Lingered

Watchfully on Deck.

and before I knew what was up I
was slammed backwards over the
rail."
"1 can't tell you how sorry I am,"
"There's
Alan responded gravely.
more to tell but one thing to be done
first."
"And that?" Mr. Barcus Inquired
suspiciously.
"To get rid of the lady," Alan announced firmly, "Make that flsber-n,aa present of the woman In the
rase. You don't mind parting with
the dory In a good cause If I pay for
It?"
'Take It for nothing," Harcu
Smmbled. "Cheap at tba price!"
He took Alan's place, watching him
with a sardonic eye as be drew the
tender in under the leeward quarter,
made It fast, and reopened the companlonway.
As the girl came on deck without other Invitation, In a sullon rage
(bat only heightened her wonderful
loveliness. Alan noted that her first
look was for blm, of untempored malignity.
"Friend of yours, 1 Infer?" Alan
Inquired civilly.
Judith nodded.
"Then It would save us some trouble
yourself Included If you'll be good
enough to step Into the dory without a
struggle."
Without a word, Judith' stepped to
the rati and. as Harcus luffed, swung
herself overside Into the dory.
Immediately Alan cast off, and as
the little boat sheered off, Barcus,
with a sigh of relief, brought the Seaventure once more back upon her
course.
Knr eome few minutes there was silence between the two men. while the
tender dropped swiftly astern, the
woman plying a brisk pair of oars.
Then, suddenly elevating bis nose,
Harcus sniffed audibly. "Here," he
said sharply, "relieve hih for a minute, will you? I want to go forward
and have a look at that motor."
When Barcus reappeared It was
with a grave face.
"The devil and the deep .She," he ob-served obscurely, coming aft, "from
all their works, good Lord deliver us!"
"What's the trouble now?"
"Nothing much only your playful
little friend has been up to another of
tricks.
If you
her
should happen to want a smoke or
anything to eat when you go below.
Just find a mirror and kiss yourself
good-bbefore striking the match.
of both fuel tanks
The drain-cockhave been opened, and there are upward of a hundred and fifty gallon
of highly explosive gasoline sloshing
around In the bilge!"

.
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light-hearte-
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CHAPTER XIII.
No Quarter.
"Yes, yes." said Mr. Barcus Indulgently, breaking a long silence. "Very
Interesting. Very Interesting, Indeed.
I've seldom listened to a more entermy poor young
taining
But I tell you candidly, ss
friend.
roan to man, I don't believe one word
n foolishness I"
of It It' all d
His voice took on a plaintive accent "Particularly this!" he expostulated, and waved an Indignant hand,
compassing their plight
"Tb rest of your adventures are
reasonable enough," be ssld, "they
and I'm a native of
won
Missouri. Rut this last chapter Is Impossible. And that's flat. It couldn't
happen and has. And there. In a
msnner of speaking, we are!"
Th wind bad gone down with th
un, leaving the Seaventur becalmed
her motor long sine Inert for want
of fuel In ahoal water a mil or so
oft th desolate and barren coast that
Barcus, out of his abounding knowledge of those waters, namsd Nauset
Beach.
Still another mile further oft shore
Gloucester fish srman
the
rod, without motion, waters a still

Flamee ticked Out All Over the
Schooner.

the surface a good ten yards
from the Seaventur. for th nest
several seconds they war swimming
frantically, and not until thre hundred feet or more separated them
from tb schooner did either dsre
pauee for breath or a backward glanc
Then th Impact of th
launob
against tha Seaventura's std rang out
across th waters, and with a husky
roar th launoh blew up, spewing sky
wards a widespread fan ol flam. Ovet
ths Seaventure, as this flamed and
died, pale fire seemed to hover like
tremendous pall of phosphorescence, s
weird and ghastly glar that euddeoly
descended to th decks. Thar foV
lowed a crackling noise, a sound at
of th labored breathing of a giant;
and bright flames, orange, crimson,
violet and gold, lloked out all over the
schooner, from stem to stern, from
deck to topmasts.
It seemed ssveral minutes that she
burned In this wis It was probably
not. so long before her decks blsw
np and tbe flames swept roaring to
th sky.
By th time Alan and Barcus, swimming steadily, had gained a shoar
whloh permitted them footing In
waist-deewaters, th Seaventure had
burned to th water's sdg.
TO Wl OONTIKUIDJ
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Sale Closes January. 30thl

Sale Commences January 15th.
The Cloth-craf- t

Store

YouVe Waited for This
The time has come to clean stock no reasons necessary
prices are bound to count with you you know the quality of
our merchandise look at these values.

Regular $27.51) Suits
26.50 Suits
25.00 Suits
22.50 Suits
20.00 Suits
18.00 Suits
15.00 Suits

at
at
at
at
at
at
at

$20.65
19.90

Regular $27.50 Silk Lined Overcoats
"
25.00 Overcoats at
22.50 Overcoats at
20.00 Overcoats at
18.50 Overcoats at

All Fancy Hats

16.90
15.00
13.50
11.25

Stetson Quality

$20.65
18.75
16.90
15.00
13.90

Regular $4.00 Munsing Union Suits
3.00 Munsing Union Suits
1.75 Munsing Union Suits

2.50
1.45
3.00
2.50
1.50
1.25
85c

1.00 Ribbed Cotton, Brown

85c

85c

"
"

$7.00
$6 00
$5.00
$4.00

Velour Hats
Velour Hrts
Velour Hats
Velour Hats

$6.00
$5.00
$4.00
$3.25

Trunks and Valises
at 20 per cent. Off.
I

Lot of Hats, sold (or $3.00, $3.50
SPECIAL PRICE
and $4.00,

V1

7r0

Lot of Odds and Ends Shoes, sold
Special Price
for $3.00 to $4.00,

09

Aft

1

1

$.UU

1.75 Heavy Flannel Shirts
1.50 Heavy Flannel Shirts

1.40

1.95

1.65
1.55
1.15

LIGHT WEIGHT FLANNEL SHIRTS
Regular $2.50 Light Weight Shirts
$2.00
2.00 Light Weight Shirts

1.60

1.75 Light Weight Shirts

1.45

1.50 Light Weight Shirts

1.20

1.25 Light Weight Shirts
1.00 Light Weight Shirts

95c

75c Light Weight Shirts

55c

75c

Sweaters
Regular $7.00 Sweaters at
"
6.50 Sweaters at

$5.75

Sweaters at

4.75

,M

shoes. '

CbfMig

4.50 Pants at
4.00 Pants at
3.50 Pants at
3.00 Pants at

$2.25

Come in and oil your
shoes free of charge
with

Come in every week
and oil your shoes.

4.25
3.85
3.40
3.00
2.55

Regular $3.00 Heavy Flannel Shirts
"
2.50 Heavy Flannel Shirts
2.25 Heavy Flannel Shirts
2.00 Heavy Flannel Shirts

Working Men

"Leather Life"

$5.10
4.70

Flannel Shirts

the best oil made for

Specials in Odds and Ends

Iiifei

"

1.00

1.00 Fleece Lined, medium
1.00 Ribbed Cotton, White

1

"

$3.25

$3.50

1.25 Munsing Union Suits
Regular $3.50 All wool Underwear,
"
"
3.00 All wool Underwear,
"
2.50 Fine Cotton Ribbed, Special
"
2.00 Cotton and Wool mixed

"
"
"

Regular $6.00 Pants at
5.50 Pants at
"
5.00 Pants at

Velour Hats

Underwear
"

25 per cent. Off

18 75

Overcoats

"

Pants

Boys's Suits

Suits

"
"

6.00
5.00
4.00
3.50

5.00

Sweaters at
Sweaters at

-

-

3.75

-

-

3.00

Sweaters at

-

Lot Odds & Ends Flannel Shirts
sold for $3.00,
Bargain Price
1

2.85

a or
pl.OJ

Ciipiiy

ith "century.Th

SUPPLEMENT TO THE CLOVIS NEWS JANUARY

The Clovis NEWS' Biggest Offer

Curren Agency Co.
TRADE OR SELL
Confectionery, consisting of
fountain, tables, show cases,
electrical fixtures, located in
Clovis and doing good business.
Sell for cash or trade for deeded
land.
SALE OR TRADE
320 acres in wheat belt, well,
wind mill, bouse 14x28, 80 acres
fenced, one mile to church and
school, located 20 N. E. of Melrose. Take car or live stock in
trade. $1,600.00.
160 A valley

will pay for one year's subscription to The Clovis News at orice
you may take your choice of any club of magazines listed below The price
of our paper including the magazines will be only $1.25.
What Club of Magazines do you want? Club Number
.

Cut out and mail with your remittance.

AMvMVVti

7

7

i

$1.25

. H

7

...ft
Kimfc rail's

Daisy u ijnor

M

M.

Fruii.Grower

5

,

'

' '.,Vv..

Oet Paper and Any One of These Clubs

bar-(;ni-

n

On pccounl of the splcnaid contract we hnv- - made with the puhlishem of these magazines, we are able to Rive our readers a
choice of any one of the clubs in combination with our paper one year for $1.25. Just 25c more than the price of our puper alone.
This offer is made to everyliouy. il yru have never nubuciititj to our paper before, we ask you to tukc advening of tins offer.
If you are a sub.iciiber to our paper
c i. 'i you to renew so that you too, may Ret 3 maRaiines extra. Look over the list and helcct
the club you like beat. Send ym r orCtr today or pive your order to our representative or call at our office when in town. If you
arc now a subscriber to any of there ni:ii(a!'
md want to renew just send your order to us and we will have your subscription
extended. If your subscription to our p ., r i
i due, we advise you to pay up and take advantage ol iliis bargain.
If you are in
the habit of buying your magazines through . .cr channels, we ask you to justly compare our cluba and prices vith that of any
.
other offer you receive. You, no doubt, ore w a subscriber to some of these periodicals. You can save money by lending ynur
renewal order to us. Herein a chince to pet your Imme paper and a yearly supply of good reading at a rcul bargain. If you want
one or mora of these magazines sent to iMi! in address-1- , just mention it.
TFU. AI L YCUi; rl'TNrs AND NEIGHBORS ABOUT THIS BIO OrTTR
I v No. to
CI I'll Nti. 1
I I I'll No. 1
CI I'll Nn. 30
' i:i
To,!
v i.i, 'teeputurnl
MrCnlVi (with Irct pattern J
Totlny'a iwuh fre putUrn)
Fanryw.uk MaffHXtite
Wi.ei.-m'World
.roi Life
Centlcwnman
Gentlrwoirun
Life
Life
vuryday
fiufnc
I
Hums Li Id
Tudaiy'a t ith fret pattern)
('I. I'll No. 3
(M il No. 11
No. to
CM' II No. '7
Co d Storitn
tVomnn'i WnrlJ
Cuccrftttful Kdrinlng
Weekly Bur
KnneaeCHy
lVcplcn Foi utaf Monthly
Home Life
Lile
LHr?
Fnn
(.iviitlewcnidn
Lvvrs'Uuy Life
Kveryduy Life
Evcryituy Die
I VII No. 3
CI I'H No. 13
IM ll No. 30
No. 3H
Hr artli pnil Homo
Orefi't Fruit Urowtr
Fnrmer'N Wife
Grnt!r?wonin:
F.irm Lilc
Home Life
Lift
a Vorlit
Woin.in
HoubcliulJ Magazine
Life
Farm
LveryUtiy Life
Heine Llic
f
11
CM U No. 21
C I'll No. 4
I I'll No. ?!
:i.mfretNo.pattern)
Todny'i 'wilh
American Woman
Hnppy
Hours
Kii.i'ruClly
Weci.lybtar
P..M-- . Lif- Fur-Fruirie Fnrnier
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11c.um.Iij1. I Uuest
Houtchol.i "'.nunrlne
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Home Life
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SIMT.IAL
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Woman World
Poultry
Item
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Today's (with free pattern)
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Womon'i World
Home Life
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Kveryuy Life
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Everyday Life
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Mrs. D. J. Tays, formerly
Miss Naoma Kirby is the guest

week.

Mrs. F. J. Linley will entertain several ladies at Auction
Bridge Monday.
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LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY AM) TRANSFER LINE

Arthur E. Curren

Down Town Phone 123

If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest, work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office. Eight years experience as U. S. Com-

Residence Phone 321

...K. C. BARBER SHOP...

...

SNELLINGS & GREENWOOD, Props.
A Clean, Sanitary Shop with Best Fixtures in the City.
Hot and Cold Baths.
Shining Stand.
CLOVIS.
NEW MEXICO.

"no party to

kidnaping

I
I

!

rubbad

tha alaaplneia

Mr. and Mrs. Farr Herring
W. 0
Oldham, of Portale.
drove over in their car from one of the stockholders in the
Tucumcari and spent Thursday Clovis Notional Ba ik wa in
visiting friends in Clovis.
Tuesday.
thi-cit-

LAND LAWYER

The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovi9

l'irb

$1.25

n.rn

Mr. and Mrs. Tays expect
reside in Farwell.

apiSTof thai buT

1314

ir.ru

Have four automobiles for
sale from $150.00 up. Call and
see them.
Clovis Auto Co.

DBNVDK,

Life

JULY

t

n.rn

Cars For Sate

77

floMB

MMIHOr

offers ever put out in this country. Through this combination everybody will be able to get a
yearly subscription to throe mr.gaines in combination with our weekly paper at practically the price
of our pnper alone. J In this list you will find forty different periodicals formed into thirty-fiv- e
different
clubs. Each club has 3 rv.auazlncs, except one Special Club which has four magazines; some of these magazines sell for as much as 5 1 i year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading matter,
including History, Music. Religion, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework, Illustrated Current Events,
Home Dccora.ions, Fiction, Literature, Drama, Art, Science, Inventions, General Farming, Dairy Farming,
Live Stock, Vegetables, Fruit ;:nJ Poultry.

n

of her parents the past

t.ijnHfii

Dlt MW6 MMMW.

"EVERNL leading publishers of magazines have joined with us in one of the preatest subscription

The Curren Agency.
Clovis, N.

or you may bring your order to our office

4,1,,

V

quarter, six

Call or write,

.

IHECENHZMONWN
'

tm4 ' ' -

1-- 2

vmxmm-vmim-

Your Check or P. O. Money Order will d
next time you come to town.

farm near Breck-

miles
northeast of Melrose for sale
for $700.
Land is fenced and
some has been in cultivation.
It is good loam soil (not sandy)
and located in the best grain
belt of the county.
tf

1

If you

inridge Tex; 150 A. tillable; 85
A. in cultivation;
house
barns and
wood
and water plentiful.
Price,
$4,000; Will trade for stock farm
in easter New Mexico.
Sell my improvements and
give you the land. I will sell
you my improvements which
cost $1800 for $1600.00 and
throw in 20 A of land. Place is
3
miles N. of city. Improvements consist of house, well
barns,
and
windmill,
etc.
Would make an ideal chicken
ranch.
Five room bungalow on paved
street, 2 blocks from public
school in Santa Monica, Cal., on
car line to Lns Angeles.
Will
trade for Clovis property or
deeded land near Clovis
Deeded

15. 1915

missioner.

CLOVIS,

from nil I ulrl'a
V,

I

NEW MEXICO

ilitar

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co,
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

and bar praclia double

I
I

off tha

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

deiolata and liarran coast thai

I
I

T

THE CLOVIS NEWS

Style Features

ninninrrfl it 0

in Remodeling Gowns

j

headache, sour stomach,
biliousness or constipation

No sick

.

Get a
bos now.
Turn the rascals out the headache,
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them
and keep them out with
out
Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stomach.
Don't put In another day of dlBtrew.
Let Cascarets cleunBe your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your liver
and currv out all the constlputed
waste matter and poison In the
bowela.
Then you will feel great.
straightens you
A Cascaret
out by morning. They work while
box from
you
sleep. A
any drug store menus a clear head,
sweet stomneh and clean, b.althy liver
Chiland bowel action for months.
because they
dren love Cascarets
never grip or sicken. Adv.

FULL OF URIC ACID

THE

KIDNEY
GREAT
REMEDY.

in t li: present styles kled sleeves of satin, like that used
SOME features
UU snd
very useful .lo the woman for fiicln.-- the underskirt, or chiffon
Two years auo I was very
Inclined to practice economy iu dress sleeves mulching the dress in color; after being treated by several of the btt
pliyicians in Clinton, I did uot seem to
Inn.
The IlkitiK fur long tunic of change the nppcuruuco of the bodice.
.

!

chiffon (or oritur diaphanous mute
rinlH) over umlcrskirtM of Milk, anil the
vogue of long sleeve of (111 (Ton ever
underslcevea of net or luce, muke it
easy to remodel mii out-o- f d.ile gown
of silk or satin. The overdrapery Is
of the tun ne color, but nut uhvuyB of
exactly the same shade, as the silk
underdrew.
Tun Us are no long that little of the
underskirt In visible, below them. They
re rut to flare and ripple at th bottom, ami in nlnn out of ten now ns are
llnixhed with a border of some kind,
usually
nnrrow Imud of fur.
Last year's velvet and cloth dresses
nru brought up to dale hy shortening
the skins to tunic length.
ly cutting
off a quarter of a yard or more around
the bottom the skirt becomes a tunic
to be worn over nu underskirt, faced
up with satin to nut oh the tunic In
rotor. A straight skirt of cambric or
percaHne is cut the required leiiKth,
anil the facing applied to it Is of ample
width lo be lost under the tunir.
With the material cut away from
the skirt to form the tunic a wide
girdle mnv he munnged. Long wrin

The Introduction of many button,
along with other military modea, will
help out the economically inclined in
up last
innkitiK over or freshening
year's gowns.
A little party gown, somewhat Ilka
that shown In the picture, Is made by
covering a plain silk underskirt with
chiffon or net rullles. The bodice
covered with a drapery of the thin material, shirred at the shoulders, and
the sleeveH are long and shirred along
the sctitnH. There Is a soft, crushed
girdle about the waist, fastened under
a spray of the new and lovely sweet-peblossoms, made of ribbon. These
are in several light colors and make
an exquisite corsage bouquet. They
are the last word in ribbon flowers.
There Is much pleasure to be derived
from a frock which has been successIt happens that the
fully remodeled.
present
of combining two or
mure materials In the composition of
gown plays Into the hands of the clever woman who Intends to extend the
service of those of her dresses that are
a little worn or somewhat pnsse in
style.
I

a

Scarfs and Mufflers

nny better. 1 vn voiilined to my bed.
Seeing Dr. Kilmer's Swamp Root adver-tintd- ,
After
I rooked to kivc it a trial.
uing it for three weeks. I found I wn
'gniiiing likely,
o I continued until I
I tiro
had taken a iiiiimI.it of Untie.
now realnred lo ln'tllli ami buve continued my labor. My ytcin was full
of I He nciil, but Swamp Hoot cured nit
I am eixty year
old.
entirely.
Youm very truly,
W. C. COCMC,
1203
Clinton, Iowa.
Ave.
State of lown 1
Clinton County
On this 13th
w of .Inly, A. D. 109,
V. C. Cook, to me piTsoimlly known appeared before me and in my presence
tulwribed nnd swore to the abovu and
foreiioing ! moment.
DAM: II, tflKI'rWRD,
Notary 1'ublie.
In and for Clinton County.

P'

I

erter to

Ar'T-i.-y-

.i

Swump-Uuo- t
Will Do For You
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer it Co.,
ninitliainton, X. V., for a luiuple ir
You
anyone.
bottle.
It will comim-will ali--o rei eive n booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneys and
bladder. When writing, be tmre and mena ml
tion this paper. Itetiular lifty-cen- t
fire Im.K K for fale at all drug
.Adv.
Ftores.

Prove What

"I 'm koIiik on a

strike,"

sit Id the

match.

"better not," responded th old pipe.
"You'll lose your head If you do."

IS CHILD GliCSS,

FEVERBH SICK
tongue
coated, give "California
Syrup of Figs."

Look,

i

i

Mother!

ZONA POMADE
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Zona Company,
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Tail.
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SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY IT I

:

t

I

scarfs and ends. Aud lor dneasy wear mufflers
many
putui
SOmufflers
iu4e tlijr appearance on of heaw sttk, Itemnied at the ends and
sboi counters for the holiday trade adorned with tbe monogram of the
that they could uot be overiskd. owner, ivaiaiued the choice of those
Light
And upon Inspection nertalu new fea- whose tuete is unquestioned.
vMeU In them tbat led gray Is far aod away In the lead as te
tures wet
tlw ailnd to aa tafcrenoe .not to be es- colors.
The most fachisiaUe of ecarfs for
caped. The tnfetvnoe is that, along
with w suaiiy otlier acnessorlea of woinesi are apparently 1hoao made of
dress, the matter uuat b waahahle in crepe de chine. This alluring fabric.
In the good qualities, is eat kurt la the
order to be salable.
Thane that fiteasnd Uie public most least by washing. It ie there fx ire ea
Theee
were knitted by luachlnery) of mer- lending its field of usefulness.
Jlker that scarfs of crepe are made In all the
cerised cotton or eoiite
looks Just Ilk silk. Many different light colors, and some of them are exkinds of stitthes gave plenty of va- quisitely embroidered In floral dcaigne
They are hemmed at the
riety. Most of the mufflers were cream In
white, many of them grr. very few euds.
JULIA BOTTOMLEV.
were black, and there were flue ooisv
blnatlon of black and white Oiul old
readily. Two shades of gray wade aa
For the Man Guest.
elegant combination with the lighter
Much has been said about the comdarker
shade aud as a border on a
forts and convenience which a guest
ground. Many of the mufflers were room ahould offer In the way of sewhandA
finished with silk tape fringe.
ing supplies and reading matter for
some muffler of this kind sella at a feminine guests. It seems that the
moderate price, a dollar belnsj about masculine cause ha been neglected.
the average to be pnld for the knitted
As a contribution to their comfort
ones.
have ou the guest room bureau a small
s
In
the
difference
There Is little
Japanese cabinet, In which are collar
made for men and women. White button, black and tan shoe strings,
Hitches
mufflers knitted in the fancier
heavy safety pins, a few useful butsere naturally selected for women, tons, with heavy needles and thread
with gray or black and white favored and other odds and ends which experifor men.
ence has taught are likely to meet
Resides these moderately heavy and masculine needs.
patterns
medium sized
there were long heavy mufflers of wool
Bracelet of Fur.
piade of ample length and width to be
There are bracelets of fur. They
wrapped ahcut the neck, for those who
a frill of tulle falling over the
ate devotHt. to outdoor winter sports. have and
are worn with the sleeveless
The hanilfjiiieat were of white angora hand
y stripes at the gown.
ool decorated wjtb
u:

In

otr

self-colo-

silky-lookin-

""

Very Likely.
'1 wonder why It Is that the man
who marries in haste Is usually sup
posed to repent at leisure?"
because thnt kind of man wouldn't
have brains enough to do It all nt once,
of course."

Keep Your Locka Youthful, Dark,
Glossy and Thick With Garden
Sage and 8ulphur.

v'l

When you darken your hair with
Suge Tea and Sulphur, no one can
tell, because It's done so naturally, so
mixture,
evenly.
Preparing thl
though, at home I raussy and troubleExtracting Honey.
some. For CO cents you can buy at
tonlo
When rellquefylng granulated honey any drug store the ready-to-usilty T. O. HEHMAN.)
When nectar Is gathered It Is thin place the receptacle containing tho called "Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur
and watery. The heat of the hive, aid- honey Into a vessel of water aud place Hair Remedy." Tou Just dampen a
ed by the manipulation of the bee, a few tblu strips of wood between the sponge or soft brush with It and
gradually reduces the nectar to thick, bottom of the two cans.
draw this through your balr, taking
"ripe" honey. When the honey is ripe
The honey should be kept at a heat- one small strand at a time. By morntho bees Ben I It over. That Is their ed temperature for at least three or ing all gray hair disappears, and, after
finishing touch which proclaims that It four hours (according to size of re- another application or two, your hair
is ready for market, or for use. While ceptacle) to insure perfect liquefying.
becomes beautifully darkened, glossy
there is an excess of water In the Any granules which are not thorough- and luxuriant.
You will also dishoney, the bees will not seal it over. ly dissolved will hasten tbe solidifycover dandruff is gone and hair has
ing of houey.
They will leave It to evaporate.
stopped falling.
Light and cold are two elements'
This process of evaporation Is the
Gray, faded hair, though no diseffect.
goes
on,
undeslred
an
the
which also liuve
ripening process. As it
grace, Is a sign of old ago! and as we
honey gets thicker and heavier, until Probnbly the bcBt condition for pre- all desire a youthful and attractive apIt litis reached the proper, density. serving honey is to keep it warm, dry pearance, get buay at once with WyThen, as already remarked, the bees and dark, similar to its condition In- eth's Sage und Sulphur and look year
certify to its ripeness by sealing it side of the oee hive
younger. Adv.
Money has a great alliuity for moisover
After honey lius been thoroughly ture, and if comb honey Is stored In a ASKED SPEAKER FOR A SONG
rtpeued in the hive and is then re- dump atmosphere it will absorb the,
moved. Its future palatableness de- moisture through tbe lightly porous And Bibulous Gentleman
Escaped
pends entirely upou the care that It re- capplngs and become thin and watery.
Anger o' Dignified Head of Britinhouey
so
will be
ceives. Too mutiy look at houey aa The bulk of the
ish Parliament
simple sweet, like t uue surar, forget- creased that It will burst the cells and
ting that Its flavor, its arointi, ure Its ooze out. The honey may become so
Mr. lialfuur is credited with knowchiet attractions, and honey, when thin that fermentation may set in.
ing more good stories about the
Cold is also detrimental
lo comb
llrnt taken from the hive, has very
house or commons than any other
distinctly the flavor of the flowers front honey, causing It to candy In the cells. member. One of his best Is the folfrom
Is
honey
When
first
taken
gathered.
comb
wns
which it
lowing, which ho told at a public dinEach variety of blossoms gives a the hives it should be stored in a hot, ner some time ago:
honey
dry
atmosphere.
Hy
tasting of
distinctive flavor.
"I remember hearing of a
Very few people know how to keep
an expert can very readily tell from
gentleman," he said, "who rewhat class of blossoms It was gath- honey. The average housewife will ported in the press gallery just about
usually put the honey in tbe cellar or
ered.
one hundred years ago. He had hud
Thoroughly ripened, extruded honey Into the refrigerator for safe keeping. an
excellent dinner, washed down
sl.oiild bo at once put Into bottles, cans About the two wterst places possible. with excellent wine. He was bored
or barrels, aud sealed up tight, and Honey is kept very differently from with the di'lmto. Ho was wearied with
then put In a dry pluce. It will of fruit.
preHoney Is thoroughly ripe wheti taken the superfluity of rhetoric, which
course, soon candy or crysttillize, but
one hundred years
as
much
vailed
Just
not
hive
will
aud
therefore
tho flavor will be retained indefinite- from the
ape as today. He got bored, and he
ly and tht honey can he llrjuefled when- ferment unless it is placed In a cool
got up nnd asked the speaker for a
moist place.
ever It I needed for use.
song.
A great many have not learned that
Care must be exercised in melting
"The speaker ot that day was Air.
the houey tbat the flavor Is uot in- It is just as Important to take proper AdditiKton, a gentleman who was 110th
jured by the application of too great care of the honey and put It on the
if tinl proper.
The whole house,
heat. Ot conrsu, the honey will uot market in tirst class condition as It is liK.
except the speaker, was convulsed
be burned It It. la not heated hotter to u;e the best and most economical
with laughter.
than boiling water, but t bo application mentis of securing It.
"The sergeunt-at-nrtuwas appealed
proper
rapidly
carr
In
One of the essentials of
at as this
of so great a
He went to the gallery nnd he iuto.
Is keeping tho honey in a very dry uud
drives off the flavor
pree-Keeping the package closed and ap- warm place; especially Is this true ol cpiin d. The culprit retained the
plying a very gentle heat, never Hhove comb honey or extracted honey In enco of mind lo point to a respectable
thin
150 degrees, Is the better way. Put- open cutis. Honey taints very easily (Junker silting below him. and
gentleman was actually
ting up the honey in such packages as end for this reason I prefer thnt us lit- iiufortuuiilH
can easily be put into warm water tle smoke as possible be used when tuheti Into custody."
make the liquefying more convenient. taking It from the hive.
Kyes over which the wool can be
pulled never see clearly anyway.
o

-

If

is

Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses tho tender
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not atop piaylug
to empty the bowels, ami the result Is
they become lightly clogged with
stomach
waste, liver gets sltigt-'lslsours, then your little one becomes
,
feverish, don't eat.
cross,
sleep or act naturally, breath Is bad,
system full of cold, ha sore throat,
tomuch-achUsten,
or diarrhoea.
Mother! See It tongue la coated, then
give a teaapoonful
of "California
Syrup of Figs," and In a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food puHses out of the system, and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrup of Figs" because ft Is perfectly
harmless; children love It, and It never falls to act on the stomach, liver
and bowels.
Ash at the store for a 60 cent bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
ha full directions for babies, children
plainly
of all age and for grown-uprinted on the bottle. Adv.

d!ntin-Kiilshe- d

1

;

ALFALFA AND OATS

SANITARY FLOORS
IN DAIRY STABLE

FOR DRAFT COLTS

The Meat
of Wheat

i,

ne--

Wichita, Kan.

Kii-Is-

Dr. Kilmer t Co.
Btnahamlon. N. Y.

Almost Human.
'

k

take good care
of your skin.

regularly will beautify and
preserve your complexion and help
you retain the bloom of early youth
for maay years. Try it for 30
days. If not more than atisfied
you get your money back. 50c
at druggists or mailed direct.

The Wise Fool.
works wonders,"

SYSTEM

e,

that you

if used

t

observed
the suge.
"So could I If ! were as tireless as
time," reaponcVd the fool.

It is vitally necessary th$r.e-for-

vv

by morning.

"Time-

U Oafy Skia Deep

p

SLUGGISH BOWELS

Is

Beauty

BEES CERTIFY TO RIPENESS OF HONEY

half-sick-

Concrete Is Best and

Should
Be Used When Building Is
Being Erected.

llrlck or concrete ui-the ouly
one can safely say are sanitary.
Hrick should be laid upon a good
and If this Is not a good firm
foundation it should be well tamped
before laying tbe
The brick floor having been completed tbe crack should be filled with
a mixture of cement and sand. The
proportion which will best till the requirement is one part cement to one
f
part of good, clean saud.
and
TLI should be mixed thin enough
to spread easily and then swept into
the cracks with a heavy barn broom
or steel brush. Such a floor will be
Liberal Dos.?.
found very sanitary and not so slipHubbubs How often is this niedi pery as concrete.
cine to bo taken?
Concrete I tho best and most sani
Doctor lletweeil cooks.
tary floor that can be used iu a dairy
barn, and effort should bn made to
Why I It that the averaso man will have such floors Installed whenever a
economise on hi lunurUis miner than barn Is being constructed. When stable
on his necessities?
floor
become dangerous, making It
necessary to replace them, concrete
st own iHi'nHHT vrii.i, tvli. von should always bo used If the floor nest
rot'
aititf for Hud. W'ouk. Wiurf
r? Murlli Kre
fK'M
snd (IrunuUO.d Krvlld. No hmnnli- i- upon the ground.
rooifnn. Write f,r Hook of the Kri
tutit Kt li're.
Murine kin K'lutJT I)..
Shredding Corn Fodder.
(lossip generally means taking two
Shredding the corn fodder Is a great
I
making
wo
three.
and
aud
deal better than leaving the stalk In
the field or working them up without
If you wih beautiful, clear shite rutting or shredding. It la more conclothes, ie Red Crox Uxg lllue. At ill
venient and It gets more of the feedgood grocers. Adv.
ing rattle to the cattle In a shape that
phonograph
always they can use.
Your own
sounds belter Ihun your neighbor's.
p

H-

floor

sub-bas-

t.-k-

one-hal-

Greedy,

Mature Horses Ofter
Eat Too Much and Suffer
From Impaction.

Crowing draft colts have seldom, It
ever, been Injured by eating too much
alfalfa and oats. Mature horses ot s
greedy disposition, If allowed to run
to alfalfa racks at will, may eat toe
much and suffer attacks of Impaction
Draft mares heavy In foal, and taking
but little exercise, not infrequently
suffer from attacks of thl natufe. An
alfalfa pasture is a splendid place tc
develop draft colts with a maximum
of bone aud muscle.
Some rouipluiut come
from the
humid region to the effect that mares
on alfalfa pasture during the breeding
season are hard to get In foal. Thlt
trouble seems to be more or leas local
und ran be prevented by temporarily
keeping the marc in other pasture.
An alfalfa patch forms a Meadld
night pasture for work horses, providing they are used to It and are turned
out regularly.
Good,
alfalfa la of practically the same composition a wheat
I
bran, and
of equal value to ft In tht
horse ration.

llili-Uh-

Value of Plant.
Plant build up the dead matter in
which process they store up tbe heat
and energy or the sun. Animals eat
plants and act free the heat and
energy which the plant have stored
up.
Plants rrow that animat may
live.

The average yearly
of wheat in the
United States is nearly six
bushels for every

nun, woman

and child.
But-- Much

of the nutriment of
the wheat is lost because the
vital mineral salts stored by
Nature under the bran-coare thrown out to make flour
at

white.
In making

Grape-Nut-

s
FOOD

of choice wheat
bailey, all the nutriment of
the grains, including the mineral values necessary for building sturdy brain, nerve and
muscle, is retained.
And malted

Everywhere Crape-Nu- ts
food has proven a wonderful
energizer of brain and brawn,
and you may be sure
'

"There's a Reason"

r

r

News Local and Personal

1

J. D. Lyons was in the city
this week.
T. N.

Printing Compuny
Publishers.
s

the post office at
as second class
(lie
act of March
er

:it

M.

n

OF SUBSCRIPTION

$1.00
50c

On, V,
Six Months

M,w tverybody all together
better
for iKi'SH side walks,
and an elevator and flour- irj; mill. These are the things
mat iH'il out by the Chamber of
Con, mi ret; for first considera
tion,
Tliojsc business men

of Go vis,

who Muhcted to attend the
ChumbtT of Commerce meeting
Friday night missed a real

they had attended,
they would have observed first
treat.

It'

hand evidence that the Chamsome real good
ber is doing
work for Clovis and Curry
County.
The Czar's cousin, a Count,
or no count, has pronounced a
City the
girl in New York
"most beautiful in the United
States." We would like to
in the deuce the
know how
Court can make such a broad
assertion when he never saw

the

Clovis

Count,
hands

girls.

Trot

her out

and we will beat

her

do-vn- .

in the city Wedof Abilene, Portales, was
nesday.
Texas, was in the city Mon- Mr. Thomas, of Swisher coun
day.
ty, Texas, is in the city prosMiss Estes, Court Stenojr-fo- r
location.
Judge Richardson, pecting for a
rapher
Messrs Scott and Wagner, of
went to Portales Monday.
Missouri,
are among those here!
in
Mrs. L. It. Conarty was
looking
investments.
for
couple
days
last
of
Amarillo a
is fixing up
Market
week.
Walkers.
display
with colored
windows
its
machinist,
Axel Osterholm, a
lights.
electric
the
and
returned from Portland
Northwest Monday.
Miss Grace Terwilliger, DressS. E. Bridges, a prominent maker. 502 Gedding St.
pd.
business man of Portales, was
a visitor in the city Friday.
Warren Coplen returned from
C. R. Herrin, of near Haven- Oklahoma Thursday after a visit
er, was in the city after sup- with relatives during the holi
days.
plies Monday.
W. C. Reed and Chester C.
Gus Pyetzski, a machinist, re
Magee,
of Havener, were in turned from Topeka Monday af
from their farms Monday.
ter a holiday visit with home
o
Harry E. Baker
went t folks.
Monday
he
where
Mrs. W. M. Kennedy joined
Portales
her husband here Sunday after
will remain a few weeks.
during the holidays with
Messrs. Ray W. Connally, and a visit
parents
her
at Melrose.
Bascom Howard, of Portales,
were in the city on business,
It's better to be safe than
Monday.
satisfied. Texas State Bank of
Farwell. The Guaranty Fund
An auction sale Saturday
attracted considerable Bank.
attention. Some live stosk wer e Dame rumor has it that
sold in this manner.
there is to be another bank or
ganized
in Clovis soon and that
DunWilson,
of
Miss Gertrude
can, Oklahoma, is here visiting Oklahoma and Texas capitalists
her sister, Mrs. Phil Duckworth. are back of the move.
O. J. Duran, representing the
Mr. Duran, of the Kansas City
Kansas City Insurance Company
Insurance Co., left for Roswell, is
in the city calling on cur citi
accompanied by his wife, Tueszens. He is accompanied by
day.
Mrs. Duran.
O

E. Radford,

3--

Singleton'has
returned from Birmingham, Ala.
Mrs.

Geo. W.

The people of Curry County Her many friends in Clovis welare now in better shape finan- come her home.
cially than ever before. There
Dr. J. J. Clark, a dentist of

are lew sections of the country
just now when general conditions are as satisfactory as they
are here. We have been favored with two. years of exceptional lainfall.I resulting in the
raising of bumper crops. The
high price of cattle have a tendency to keep up the price of
feed and there is an abundance
of it in the country.

Harris, a contractor of

Artesia, passed through the city
Friday en route to the Dam Site
at Cutter on his regular pro
fessional visit.
W. H. Duckworth, the enterprising proprietor of the South
western Drug Store, has been
elected a director in the Clovis
National Bank.

t.

Rogers 1847 Silverware at
Barry Hardware Co.
Lhas. Davis, a former resi
dent of Clovis, who was em
ployed with bd 1. Massey, was
in the city the laster part of
last week.
Judge G. A. Richardson left
for Portales Monday after hold
of Court
ing a short session
here. Court will convene" in
Portales this week.
Supt. McClintock, of Denver,
of the Western Union Telegraph
Company was in the city call
ing on the local manager Mon
day.

1 BIO CLEAN-U- P

i

THE
FIRST

SHOE SALE

NATIONAL
BANK
of
Clovis,

Now is the time to buy
your Shoes. We are
making a big reduction
in order to make room
for our spring and summer stock. We have
some odd and end sizes

.

New Mexico

S. A. JONES,

President

S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

Special
u. s.

$5.00 Florsheim Shoes $3.85
$3.25
$4.00 Shoes now
$2.85
$3.50 Shoes now

Government
Depository

for
Postal
Savings

All other Shoes going
at 10 to 15 per ct. Cut

Our officers will be pleased
to advise with you regarding any investment matters
and to explain any banking
rules and customs with
which you are unfamiliar.

A. Wiedmann
Shoe Store and Shoe Shop.

Make The
First National
Bank
Your Bank

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Justus
were in from their ranch near
The New. Mexico state legis- St Vrain Friday to attend the
lature convened in the Capitol at installation of officers at the
Checking accounts are inSanta Fe Tuesday, T. J. Mabry, Eastern Star lodge.
Hand Painted China at real
vited in any amounts and
of Clovis and W. C. Tharp, of
Ed Ramme, the popular mu- cut prices.
absolute safety is afforded
St Vrain, representing Curry
Barry Hardware Co.
every dollar.
sician, gave a dance in Moose
County in the upper and lower
Humphrey,
Chap
of Topeka,
Hall Saturday night which was
house.
Secundino Romero, a
largely attended and pronoun has accepted a position as order
republican leader from San
ly at the Santa Fe hospital in
ced a social success.
Miguel County,
was elected
Mrs. Roy McMillan entertain
Mrs. Leland Chapman, wife the place of John Keily, who ed
speaker of the House, Both
the W. T. K. Club the first
has gone to Dallas.
branches of the legislature are of the accommodating pharmaweek.
of
the
Another pool hall is being lorepublican by a large majority, cist at the Southwestern, is exa fine
cated in the Copelen block opTom Ray purchased
but is is doubtful if they will be pected home from Chicago,
D.
Harvey
piano
from
A
Prof.
posite
House.
Schumann
the
able to muster the two thirds
opened
in
N.
also
been
cafe has
Croft
majority to overcome the Gov"Uncle Jake" Reichart, of
Miss Mary Kniarht returned
ernor's vetojn case such action west of Claud, was in the city connection.
would be considered necessary, and took out a load of supplies
A party of homeseekers in Sunday from a pleasant visit in
Judge Edward A. Mann was Saturday, While here, he re- charge of Hood Bros, and W, Arkansas.
elected floor leader of the House fused an offer of 9400 for his M. Montgomery, of Kansas
Mrs. Herbert Brown enter
City, were stopping at the An
and H. B. Holt still retains that team.
seven of her friends at a
tained
position
Friday.
in the senate.
ConT. J. Mabry left Monday for tier's
party Monday at her
dinner
trary to the practice of the
Santa Fe to attend the session
is better than a Univer homo.
What
Curry county officials, the reof the legislature of which he is sal Coffee Percolator for wife?
publican majority have decided
The B. Y. P. U's will have a
a member.' He also expects to Let us show them to you.
special program next Sunday
to let tne contract for the legistake a portion of the bar examiBarry Hardware Co.
night at the Baptist Church
lative printing to the lowest bidnation during his absence.
The Store that Stays
at 7:30 which will take place of
der instead of giving it to the
H. Bell anri Co have taken the
Specia 1 car No. 1 containing the regular evening services.
State Record, a republican
agency for the Amarillo steam W. E. Bailey, general auditor of
W. P. White, of Wichita, Kan
laundry and have put on a de the A. T. and S. F. came in from
was a visitor in the city for
sas
tch-elivery wagon. This wagon will the east Tuesday and was awi
d
A Good Subscriber
His
days this week.
a
few
call for and deliver the laundry
to the west bound train.'
A $5.00 subscription to a weekmonths
two
came
here
wife
as well as handle the cleaning
George Williams, the popular ago for the benefit of her health,
ly newspaper is of such a rare
and pressing trade.
tonsorialist,
returned last Friday and is much improved.
occurance that we deem it of
Grady
Brogiti,
who
was
Worth
from
Fort
and other P. Craft, a hustling farmer
interest to publish the glad
J.
employed on the delivery Texas cities, where he visited
tidings. That our Nebraska
ding
seven miles southwest
resi
wagons
Mr.
writing
in
here,
friends
and relatives during the
subscriber is satisfied with our
brought a wagon load
Clovis,
of
week,
Walker
this
holidays.
a
states
that
newspaper efforts goes without
Tuesday, which
town
to
corn
of
boy
New
arrived
his
home
in
at
saying.
A. B. Austin, of the - Model
90
cents
a bushe 1.
for
sold
he
Grocery, has retailed a whole
Dorchester, Neb. ton, Texas, Saturday.
good
of
extra
was
corn
The
The Clovis News,
Dr. H. R. Gibson, the osteo car load of 37,000 pounds of
he says that he has
quality
and
Clovis, New Mexico.
path, had a narrow escape from flour this week. Evidently the
I enclose a draft for $5.00 injury Sunday while returning consumers are anticipapting a plenty still better left.
(five dollars) for which credit in his Ford car from Elida. continued advance in the price
Pete McDaniel was in the
me what I owe on subscription Some one had endeavored to of food stuffs.
city from his farm near Black.
aud extend the time on balance. close the old road 9 miles south
tower Monday with 61 bushel
Spirilla Corcetier
I think ;,u have a real good of town and had stretched a
of sacked maize and kafir which
paper.
wire across without any danger
he s old to J. A. Latta for 92
Mrs; J. T. Pullsn, 217 N.
Wiblw.g yu a prosperous signs, into this he drove with
Uncle .fete
Phone 287, has the exclusive cents a bushel.
New Yiar, I am yours truly,
his car, breaking the wind agency for the bpinlla Corset. says that he has 800 bushels o
J. L. Connelly,
shield and doing other damage Satisfaction guaranteed.
maize, Isffir.ir.d corn which he
Dorchester, Neb. and narrowly escaping injuring.
raised on his farm this year.

Account Meeting or
Various Conventions
iyio

uenver, coioraao, January

The Santa Fe will have on sale January 16, 17 and 19th
round trip tickets Clovis to Denver and return at the low
rate of $29.00. Limit for return January 28, 1915,

L. R. CONARTY,

Agent.

BAKER BROS. AGENCY
Insurance, Abstracts, Bonds, Rentals

"Prompt and Dependable Service"

.

4-- t.

!

NEW MEXICO.

CLOVIS,

GOING FAST! BETTER HURRY!
All those Hair Cuts, Shaves and Baths at the

SANITARY 'BARBER SHOP
E. K.

SANITARY

- -

Sharett, Prop.
All that the name implies.

THE OLD CLOVIS MILL
Is ready to do your work any time you come. You
will always find us at the mill and ready to do your
work right now. We give correct weights and
Waits runs the mill; in fact it takes weights to run
anything.
Meal, Graham and feed stuff of all
kinds for sale.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths
112

1--

2

South Main

Q

St

Clovis, New Mexico.

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
&

Day Phone 14.

Night Phone

38.

THE CL0VI3 NEWS
SAVED

150 FRENCH SOLDIERS III GERMAN
LINES FOR MORE THAN FOUR MONTHS

PRINCE'S

FOR

SAKE

Germans Spar Maubsuge, Francs, Be
causs of Trsatmsnt Given th
Kaiser' Dying Nephew.

ALFALFA ON DRY FARM TAKES OFF DANDRUFF

HAIR STOPS FALLING

One of the Best Drought Resisting Plants Known.

Boulogne, Fi ance. Because a young
French Red Cross nurse took Interest
In an eighteen-year-olGerman lien Cause of Many Failures In 8mi-Arl- c
Fugitive Fighters Cut Off From Retreat in Belgium In Early tenant, who waa brought unconscious
Sections Is Shallow Plowing
into the hospital at Maubeuge, and
Good Stand Obtalnsd by PlantStages of War Conduct Guerrilla Warfare Against Foe,
died three days later, the city of Mau
ing In Dssp Sssd Bsd.
beug
by
has been favored
Its German
Inflicting Heavy Losses and Damage and Success
conquerors, and la enjoying a greater
fully Elude Every Attempt to Capture Them.
(Hy E. ft. PARHON8.)
degree of freedom than any of th
Years ago alfalfa was considered
other French border towns In German
as a sort of watercress that bad to
Parli. In all Its wealth of heroic drew his revolver Instead, but tha territory.
be irrigated every few day. Tbt
prince
The
was
wounded
Germirh
no
the
preeent
war
contain!
Frenchman was quicker and shot blm
action! the
on-Is, however, that It
fact
tit
of
nephew
th
of
em'
mora surprising episode than that dead.
forage
planti
drought
resisting
best
peror.
fractured
He
bad
suffered
a
The report was beard by the sentry
which baa Jutt been brought to light
known. It has been th salvation ol
at the chateau and brought a strong skull and died without regaining con' dry
The facts are aa followi:
central Asia and also of the
For mora tban four niontha, ever force of Germans on the run. Tha sclousness.
South American deserts, where it set
At the suggestion of the nurse, th
ainve August 23, an organized com- French soldiers were waiting near by
dora rains. It ia considered so valupany of 150 Frentrf soldiers have been to assist their chief, but on glance local authorities gave the prince the
able In Peru and Chile and other counliving in the Belgian provinces of was enough to see that they were funeral honor due his rank, phototries adjoining that It Is often raised
Luxemburg and Namur, and although greatly outnumbered and all fled back graphed th body and, coffin, and sent In
seed beds and planted out by hand
photographs,
with
th
together
the
surrounded entirely by the German to the woods, not one being even
In valleys where there is no rain but
personal
belongings
and
prince
the
of
forces occupying Belgium, they have wounded.
some damp soli on account of under
A similar Incident had occurred only a detailed account of bis Illness to bis
constantly escaped capture. For alflow from the mountains.
few days before at Beauralng, ten family at Melnlngen.
most four months they have conducted
Many plant alfalfa In tha dry farmThe young man's father, the duke
a guerrilla warfare against their foes, miles away, when a German captain
ing states and fall. The reason is usuacknowledged
the
of
t had been killed, and
Inflicting heavier losses snd more
authe military
the same shallow plowing. The
than could be done by an entire thorities thereupon decided to make a courtesies In a letter expressing deep- ally
later when the art of obtaining a good stand of alfalfa
atevery
thorough
regiment In the open, and
search of the forest to round est appreciation and Maubeuge
hs lies In planting it in a deep seed bed.
tempt of the Germans to dislodge up the French troops. More than one Germans entered
proved his gratitude by directing ths In a dry farm paper some years ago I
them from the mountain forests where thousand men took part In the search, troops
occupying the fortress town t remember reading that a good way to
but not a Frenchman was found.
they have found refuge has tailed.
plow the sod two
Meanwhile the attacks bava con- treat the Inhabitants with the utmost plant alfalfa was to
The story Is vouched for by an unIt, run a slanted
impeachable authority who has per- tinued and the Ge;tnans In the regions consideration. The nurse was given a to three Inches, roll
safe conduct through the Germat harrow over It and then put In the
sonally seen and Interviewed the of Houyet, Gedulne,
seed. This was the worst advice that
commander of this fugitive force and Beauralng and Glvet are terrorised. lines.
could
be possibly given to a dry farmNo
officer dares venture out alone, no
several of his men.
many believed it
Unfortunately,
er.
COAST
GUARDING
BRITISH
These 150 men are all that Is left of stranger Is allowed to pass. M. Speyer,
and lost tbelr work and their aeed.
the French troops who valuly attempt-- the Belgian senator, who has taken
Some obtained a poor stand which
In a two-dabattle to resist the charge of the feeding of the remaineventually died out, but a few who
(irrmau advance between the Rivers ing Inhabitants of these regions, has
were farming over wet ground manJ.lense and Semols on August 22 23. been subjected to a close watch duraged to raise a little. Alfalfa planted
ing
out
all
his
sent
practically
Is
general
visits,
and
retreat
be
The order for
seldom
land
In
shallow plowed
by the allied forces ou Sunday, August the only one tolerated in these towns.
anything, even If a stand
amounts
to
only
The
authority for this story saw the
2.1, reached tbetn too late. Their
Is obtained, which seldom happen!
wsy of retreat, through Mezleres, bar-la- French commander only two weeks
except
In a very wet year.
been cut off, and realising that ago and succeeded In getting through
Many will say "Don't plant alfalfa
they were surrounded, they decided to the German lines and back to Paris.
on sod." This is all right as far as It
At that time the German military au
seek refuge In the thick forests
goes, but when these people talk sod
which this region Is covered and to thorities had posted throughout the
they mean the shallow breaking that
two
Belgian
provinces
Luxemburg
French
of
of
the
await there the return
they are accustomed to.
and
Namur
announce
following
was
the
forces, which lu tliolr minds then
In countries where It blows, alfalfa
ment addressed to the fugitive sol
a matter only of days.
should always be planted on sod, but
The Informant who brings this story diers:
It should be plowed as deeply as po"French soldiers:
to Paris makes no secret of the hiding
ssibleeight to ten inches at least, and
place of these soldiers, which, be says.
"We know where you are and have
well worked up on the surface.
t
Is between the towns of
full
your
regarding
information
The sod, when plowed under deeply,
and Glvet, In the Belgian section of strength. In your own interest we adholds
the moisture, and the old roots
presvise you to surrender and promise
the Ardennes mountains. Their
hold
soil together and prevent It
the
Inhabence there Is known to all the
that your lives will be safe. If you reblowing.
from
itants of the surrounding villages and fuse every one of you will be shot."
The deeper the seed bed for alfalfa
to the Germans as well.
On the following morning the Gerthe sooner It becomes established and
mans
were
In
find
to
a
amased
written
Villagers Help Frenchmen.
the heavier the crops will be as long
' Having decided to remain within the bold band across several of the postas the field lasts.
enemy's linen, the men were organised ers the following line:
,
'.
Almost any soil will raise alfalfa
"If you know where we are why
by the few olllcera who had survived
Sj
if deep enough, but if there Is any
you
get
come
don't
and
us?"
survey
a
careful
the battle and after
rock or hard pan near the surface it
And underneath appeared the signaof the country a place of concealment
will not amount to much unless there
offcommanding
was solected from which It would be ture of the French
Is some seepage or permanent moispufcalble to do the must harm to the icer, with his full name and rank and
ture to help It out.
enemy with the least danger of detec- the number of his regiment.
J
When planting alfalfa on land which
tion. Scouting parties were sent to
has been previously cropped, or on
Pickets from the Somersetshire
the nearby villages, who enlisted the
the new break, tt Is better In either
the coast from a poS' case to plow In the fall as deeply as
aid of the Inhabitants, all of whom LEARN TO DISCOUNT DANGER t-guarding
country
are
sible attack by German submarines.
and
have long ago fled the
possible and winter fallow the land
now beyond the reach of German re- British Medical Officer Studies ths
for moisture as described In a late
Among
Ceuraga
Psychology
of
prisals. A good supply of ammunition
Issue. Nevertheless, If the winter has
TEA FOR MEN IN TRENCHES been wet, and the field contains about
the Soldiers.
was the most urgent need of the soldiers and women and children voluntwo feet or more of moist earth from
s
London. A medical officer who has Englishmen Believe French and Ger the surface down, it will be quite safe
teered to make a search of the
man 8oldlers May Form
battlefield and to empty the been making a study of the "psycholto plant In the spring, provided the
Habit.
cartridge belts of the dead French ogy of courage" at the British front,
field is plowed as soon as the frost
Is out of the ground and allowed to
troops still unburled. A supply of 0 says that most men confess to a feelLondon. Both th French and Ger settle until planting time in May.
Lebel cartridges was gathered In ing of fear which rnly wears off after
troops
man
being
supplied
are
with
"But
Land plowed either in the fall or
this manner and carefully concealed In' several days In the trenches.
once this physical instinct of terror tea In the trenches. Tea Is easier to the spring should be dlBked and
the forest.
alternately until both fine and
In exchange for the food and cloth- Is conquered, there comes," says the make and Is a better thirst quencher
ing which were furnished by the vil- medical man, "a second courage, tban coffee and It also keeps warm firm. The amount of seed to plant to
lagers the commanding officer gave which, while not despising danger, Is longer, which Is an Important consld the acre depends on local conditions.
If every seed comes up and prorngulur army requisition papers which able to discount It. Under fire these eration In the trenches.
It Is just possible that both th
duces a profitable plant, four to Ave
will be redeemed wben the war Is over men find a self hitherto unsuspected,
and the Belgian peasants v. ere only an elusive quality which for want of French and Germans will get to Ilka pounds to the acre would be plenty,
tea, and both nations may become but the ordinary seed we buy seldom
too glad to save their property from a better titlo Is called manhood."
"Thj soldier learns first to control, large tea users after the war. At germinates over 60 per cent, therefore
the Germans In this manner, knowing
Ihst they will obtain payment for It then to measure, his fear,'' he says. present France and Germany, with a we may as well double this amount
from tho French government at a later "He learns to discount possibilities combined population of more than a and plant 10 to 12, and If the condiJust as the ordinary railroad traveler hundred millions, are negligible as tions are unfavorable or the seed
date.
consumers.
planted by hand and harrowed in, it
But this was not the soldiers' only does. And the work In band generally tea Is likely
It
that Englishmen too is much safer to plant 15 than 12.
means of obtaining supplies. Uellev engages and holds more and more of
In. th. .irrnuniHna country cleared of I his attention. Then comes a time many learn some new tastes and new
when the British soldiers come
hostile troops the Germans continued when he wants to go back to the fir habits
home. They may bring back a taste CONSERVE MOISTURE IN SOIL
to send provision trains through with ing l.'ne, not because It Is pleasant
strong coffee, cheap wine and black
only a small guard to protect them there, but because staying away is for
cigarettes,
French soldiers brought Dry Farms Should Be 8o Worked thai
Impossible.
Just
were
held
trains
one
by
these
nd one
Large Quantity of Water Is In
"While the man who has not yet back from Algeria the taste of ab
up and tbelr escorts killed by the
Soli at Harvesting Tims.
These attacks occurred been under fire cannot safely count sinthe, and English officers brought
Frenchmen.
this or that from Egypt In 1885 the cigarette
at points so tar apart that the Ger- upon experiencing
It Is always dangerous to permit th
mans were unable to discover the ex- particular feeling when his hour babit
soil of a dry farm to become very
act location of the hostile force and comes this depending upon temperadry, especially below the first foot.
Bar English Languags.
he can, I
although strong bodies of troops have ment and circumstances
The Berliner Taehlatt Dry farms should be so manipulated
Berlin.
been sent against It every search has believe, count upon soon achieving
failed. Cavalry and Infantry troops the second courage, which Is the price- asks all Americans to communicate that even at the harvesting season a
Unwith German firms, associations o In comparatively large quantity of water
have ventured as far Into the forests less possession of the veteran.
as the have dared, but so thorough a der fire he may lose every precon- dividual In German, explaining- "We remains in the soil to a depth of eight
knowledge of the ground have the ceived notion ha ever cherished or all know English, but we'd rather have feet or more. The larger the quantity
fugitives acquired that they have been shunned, but It is highly probable you approach us In our own language of water In the soli in the fall, the
more readily and quickly will the wa
just now."
able to conceal themselves successful- that he will find himself."
ter that falls on the land during the
ly every time.
resting period of fall, winter and early
Duripg the first few weeks of tbelr
spring sink Into the soil and move
TRAINED FOR WINTER FIGHTING
forest Ufa the soldiers might have sucaway from the
The top or
ceeded In getting over the border had
first foot will always contain the largthey accepted the offers of the Inhabest percentage of water, because it Is
itants to furnish clothing with which
the chief receptacle of the water that
they could disguise themselves aa
falls as rain or snow, but when the
peasants and pass through the Gersubsoil is properly moist, the water
X
Y,:fv'
man lines as refugees. These offers,
will more completely leave the top-however, were refused.
soil. Further, crops planted on a soil
German Commander K Iliad.
saturated with water to a depth of
eight feet are almost certain to maOn one occasion In the village of
Houyet, on the Llesse, 20 kilometers
ture and yield well.
from Dlnant, the fugitive soldiers had
A German force,
a narrow escape.
:
Insure Pur 8ssd.
which the French believed to be small,
The only way for the farmer to know
e
had occupied the royal chateau
that he Is getting pure seed Is for him
and was making merry with the
to examine or have examined by somelarder and wine
contents of a
one who knows, the seed ho proposes
"cellars of the place, while the few reto purchase. He should secure a sam
,
maining inhabitants In the village
-'
ple of the seed, pour It on a sheet of
were starving. The commander of tha
white paper and with the aid of a
French soldiers decided to put an end
magnifying glass and a pocket knife
ij
;
to this condition of affairs and under
separate out the weed seeds and the
X'
took personally to trsp and capture
dirt and dotermtn the percentage.
the German commander. The surprise of the latter ess well be ImagIndication of 8uceess.
:
Is your manure piled up behind the
ined when during a morning stroll he
came suddenly face to face with a
The French have several corps of troops, known as "Chasseurs Alolns." barn or out In the fields? One can
usually tell of a farmer's success by
French officer In full uniform who or- trslned to work and fight In the snow and cold of winter, and It seems, like
dered htm to bo'd up his hsnds. Ha ly uey will now bs of much valu to th allies.
finding out how he handles bis mauur.
d
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Glrlsl Try Thlsl Maks Hair Thick,
Glossy, Fluffy, Bsautlful No.
Mor Itching Scalp.
Wlthla ten minute after an application of Danderlne you cannot find a
single trace of dandruff or fulling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but what
will please you most will be after a
few weeks' use, wben you sea new
hair, One and downy at first yes but
really new balr growing all over tha
scalp.
A little Danderlne Immediately double the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderlne and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. The effect is amat-In- g
your hair will be light, fluffy and
wavy, and have an appearance of
abundance; an incomparable luster,
softness and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'
Danderlne from any store, and prove
that your hair is as pretty and wft
aa any that it has been neglected or
Injured by careless treatment that's
all you surely can have beautiful hair
and lots of It If you will just try a little Danderlne. Adv.
Nothing disappoints a woman quite
so much as nothing 'jo be disappointed
over. Detroit Free Press.

d

LOOK YOUR BEST

y

g
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Saint-Huber-

-f

Aa to Your Hair and Sfcln, Cutlcura
Will Hslp You. Trial Free.
The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and heal. These
fragrant
emollients preserve the natural purity and beauty
of the skin under conditions which,
If neglected, tend to produce a state
of irritation and disfigurement.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XT,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
super-cream-

y

There are lot of people who speak
"
twice before they thlpk. -

'

lUd Cross Bag Blue msies tbs laundress
hppr, makes clothes whits than snow.
All good grocers. Adv.
hadlh first
But, then, .monkey
family tree.

Good Cause for Alarm
Deaths from kidney diseases bare In- In Iwsnty years. People
ereaied
orardo nowadays la so many ways thai
ths eontUDt altering of poisoned Mood
weakens Ibe kidneys.
Beware of fatal Brunt's disease. Wies
backache or urinary ills surirwt weak kid-nay-s,
UMilHUd kidney oiedlolne.
buas's Kidney Pills eommand
for ao other remedy is so widely
used or so generally suooeesf uL

n

A Colorado Cs
t.

L.

roSTEJUULBURN CO. BUFFALO, ft, V.

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
overcome
rjy

Can quickly be

carter's Little
liver pills.

Purely vegetable

act surely ana
sently on the
liver.
Cure
Biliousness,

yy

fS

ness, and Indigestion.

They do their duty.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must

bear

Signature

EAMEft'.

HAIR BALSAM
to ol
prprt
rll
rullrt dandruff.

A toelsrf
lie Id to

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It

A bank teller generally has a
ing Job.

Slot, (Oa a Baa

DOAN'SWAV

clock.

G$$E&U

W.

Cot Deea's at Amy

It won't do to take much stock In
the fellow who always watches the

Signature of
In Use Tor Over 30 Year.
Children Cry for Fletcher! Castoria

It

Dorian.

Xlowa Ave., Fort Moreen, Colo., eerei "I connected kidney trouble
snd my back not week.
Lumbefo took a Arm
hold on me and my feet
btaen to bother me. too.
I think this was oauaed
by I he poison la my
eyetem that my kidneys
felled to remove. Dona's
me
Kidney, PI lie euro
and durlns the past two
years I have had no
further cause for complaint."

For RMtrim Color uh!
too. gvnd fl.np at iirufgn

BsMuty to Gray or Ftulwd Hair.

"The Law ol Financial Success

a IxKik Kim rral Breed end Bnllar Tain, ouaipleoe
SAr poAtunlil.
thuanand. of dullnni U
Mnr
fidelity Cuuipauy, lloa 60 . Taano,Cal.

WTrn
I CAJ
All

A
WT
YV

price. iwUeMtM

to heer from owner of mod fere
for ealv. Send drarrlpUon and

n.il.m Aei,iHiij,niwr.ii.,eiaa

pay-

W. N. U., DENVER,
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Praise Lydia E. Piakham's Vegetable Compound
Women from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from all sections
of this great country, no city so large, no village so small
but that some woman has written words of thanks for

--

health restored by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. No woman who is suffering from the ills peculiar
to her sex should rest until she has given this famous remedy
a trial. Is it not reasonable to believe that what it did for
these women it will do for any sick woman ?

)

Wonderful Case of Mrs, Cruseri,

i

of Bushnell, ili.

,

Busbnill, III. kl think all the trouble I have had filnoa raj
marriacre wna caused b7 exposure wnen a young girL . lir work bus
twnn hnnoAwm-k- - nf all kinds, and I nave done miUuuir in the oqldand
anow when I was too young to realize that It wpiU4 hurt BiSt I PTg
auffarnd verr much with bearing down pains in my back and fiucn
miserable pain across me, ana was very nervous ana generally run
down in health, but since I have taken Lydia & Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound my bock never hurts me, my nerves are stronger, and I
am gaining m health every day. I thank you for the great help I
have received from your medicine, and if my lettr will benefit suffering women I will be glad for you to print it." Mrs. Jakes Cbusut.
Bushnell, Illinois.
A

Grateful Atlantic Coast Woman.

"I feel it a duty I owe to all suffering women to
tell what Lydia E. rinkham's Vegetable Compound did for me. One
year ago I found myself a terrible sufferer. I bad pains in both sides
and such a soreness I could scarcely straighten up at times, ily
back ached, I had no appetite and was so nervous I could not sleep,
then I would be so tired mornings that I could scarcely get around.
to move or do a bit of work and I
It seemed almost impossible
thought I never would be any better until I submitted to an operation. I commenced taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and soon felt like a new woman. I had no pains, slept well, had good
appetite and was fat and could do almost all my own work for a lam.
ily of four. I shall always feel that I owe my good health to your
medicine." Mrs. IIatwabd bo wins, Ilodgdon, Maine.
For SO rears Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound ha been the standard remedy for female ills. No one sick with woman's aliments
Justice to herself if she docs not trv this fades
mous medicine made from roots and herbs. It
has restored somany sufferlngwomento health,
""eWrite to I,vrIA E.PITKHAS MIMCIHE CO.
f
(COSFIDESTUL) LTXN, MASS., for advice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict conildence.
ITodopok, Mk.

Lr

For

PINK EYE

S3
i
RKrlSl rCVESJ

MIL

tmsoat

Dtseiua

Cures the eiek sod act as preveative fcr others, Lieu 14 atrea aa efca
tongue. .Bale fcr brood oures and all ethera. Beet kldoey renodyj See e.4
SI a Mjlrj S ene. SIS a doaea. Sold e an dnttrtsts aad aoraa m4
houeief or sent, eisreoe paid, by the siesalheturata,

SPOHN MEDICAL CO., Cham 11. OOSHCN, INDIANA

'

OUR BIG JANUARY CLEARING AND
WHITE GOODS SALE
Is still in full blas.t. If you haven't visited our store and taken advantage of some of the exceptional bargains we
are now offering in this great clean-u- p sale, you had better do so before it is too late. We must make room for
that big spring and summer stock and you will need the goods anyway soon, if not now, why not take advantage of

the greatest of all our sales and save your money. It's the only chance you may have for some time and the opportunity is right now knocking at your door. Come and see us at once.
OUR WISH: May the New Year bring you happiness, a full pocketbook and a wife if you havent one, and
if you have send her to our store for her toggery. Just a few of our many bargains:

Ginghams
8

Ginghams

l--

One case of
villus at I0i.

8
Utility Ginghams, a dandy
l--

i

Ladies' Suits & Coats

c

Ginghams

10c

10c

One case of Amoskag Ginghinn, values
12 12 cents. All new Spring Patterns.
Clearing Sale Price ....
10c

Bath Towels
50 Dozen Bath Towels, an extra good
value at 50c the pair, all out together,

Clearing Sale Price
35c Bath Towels, Sale Price

About 20 Ladies Skirts left,
some with tunic and others
plain serges, good run of sizes
Price.
at

29c

10c

JJU

69c

A

M

(V

Cwi"",''"--i

"several

months,

during

sickness and death of Mr.

the

Wm. F. Dawson, Sr. died
Tuesday morning" at 10 o'clock
at his old home in Paris, Tenn.
His son, Wm. Dawson Jr., was
at his bednide when death camp.
Mr. Dawson has made his home
in Clovis for the past five years
and is well known in this vicinity. The entire community
sympathize with the bereaved
ones in this their hour of deeo
est trouble. Interment was
m ade at Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. J. O. Prichard entertainEmbroidery
ed the Tuet-daTues
Quivera,
Club at the Gran
day.

The

Praetorians
I'

with pleasure we announce to the readers
that MR. J. R. ELMORE has been
appointed Deputy and General Organizer for
The Praetorians and will make Clovis his home.
is

of the News

Life Insurance
Praetorians is a Fraternal Life Insurance
order which has a larger reserve per member
than any American order.
The

20 Year Pay Policy Our Leader
We write a 20 Year Pay. Eight different

poli-

cies in all. Every policy is worth face value
from first payment. Accident benefits provided
for in every policy we issue.

Clovis Council No.

778

Many new members have come into Clovis Council this week and with the
of all
members, Clovis will soon have the Banner
Council of New Mexico,

J.

B. SAVAGE, State Manager
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The Praetorians.

-R-

Entertainment for Everybody

Rebekah's Install Officers.

In Memoriam.

Methodist Church.

week from Arkansas where
they have been for the past

c

29c
26c
26

J

22c

Ladies' Shoe Counter
One lot of Ladies' Shoes in lace or

Gun-meta-

l,

Kid and Patent Leather,
values $3.00 up to $4.00, your choice
during, this sale
$100
V'iei

J

a regular $1.00
Clearing
89c
Sale
Price
sheet.
90x90 seamless sheets, a g od value at
98c
$1.25, Clearing Sale Price

Mrs. L. T. Mason and daugh-

10c

c

One lot of Men's Shoe?, all out together
values $3.50 to $5 00, choice
$1.95

81x90 seamless sheets,

ter arrived the early part of the

c

Men's Shoe Counter

shseU, size

72x!M), Rood

Sunday School at 9:45. Preach
mg at 11:00 a. m. by the pastor,
Subject, the Garden of Gethse
mane and at 7:45 the subject
will be, "The European War."
A cordial invitation to all.
J. H. Messer, Pastor.

10c
9c

c

All 10 and 12

Sheets

17.

c

12c

Canton Flannel
Outing
12
Bleach Domestic
...
10c Bleach Domestic
8
35c Bleach Sheeting, 10x4, yard
9x4 Bleached Sheeting
...
10x4 Unbleached Sheeting
....
9x4 Unbleached Sheeting
12

One-Ha- lf

One lot of Bath Towels, full size, a reg10c
ular 15c quality, Sale Price

Jan.

8

39c

Bath Towels

Genuine Peperall seamless
85c value at

5c
10c

..

l--

Price

One-Ha- lf

Extra large Bath Towels, a dandy value
49c
at G3c. Clearing Sale Price
10c

Calico, per yard
12
GinRhams
10c Ginghams...
14c Canton Flannel

We have about 30 Ladies Suits
and coats left in the new fall
models, ranging in price, Suits
from $10 up to $30, Coats $5
up to $25. This includes every
suit and coat in the house.

All bran new Spring PatClearing Sale Price
8

terns.

Staph

EPRESENTING

Home Office, Dallas, Texas

48c Men's Shirts

48c

One lot of Men's Shirts, all out on counter tr.goi her, sizes 16 to 17
values
from 75.; to $1.25. Sale Price
48c
1--

Notice of Suit.
In the district Court of

office and business nddregs is
Clovis, New Mexico.

CurPeople have a thousand and one
In Witness Whereof, I have
ways of amusing themselves in ry County New Mexico.
hereunto
Set my hand and afNo. 824
the summer time, but as winfixed tho seal of siid cmrt this
ter approiches with its long
J. W. Bruner. Plaintiff vs. Dr. 12th day of January A. D. 1915.
everybody reads more or less.
A. L. Dillon, David Wire, forW. ('. Zerwer,
You do a little visiting but ties Wire, Lewis Wire, Chriss
County Clerk.
most of your evenings are spent Wire and Henry Wire, a minor,
(Sen I)
at home and it is a wise thing Defendants.
J 15 F5 4t.
to provide your family with a
To the defendants David Wire
sufficient amount of reading Bertie Wire, Lewis Wire, Chriss
Market Reporr.
matter, so that every member Wire and Henry Wire, a miof the family m.y have some nor, in the above suit:
Wheat, per bushel
$1.22
thing useful and interesting to You will tak notice that a Kaffir thrashed and sacked 95cts.
Melton, K. S. N. G; Nora
read.
s
hs
L. S. N. G; Ruby
fcuit has been filed against you maize
Look over our list of maga- in the Di&trict Court of the Feterita
95
L. S. V. G; Jennie Daniels,
"
" " 90 "
Chaplain; Mr.. Lawson, O. G: zine clubs, as advertised in this Fifth Judicial District in and Corn
you
find
paper,
sure
to
just
are
Mesdames Wright, Denny, Mor
for Curry county New Mexico,
ton, Stanton, Relief Committee. what you want. You can get a in which J. W. Bruner is plainRead the News special ClubMesdames Taylor, Steed, Denny, good farm paper if you need it, tiff and Dr. A. L. Dillon. David bing offer in this week's issue.
Financial
Mrs. a good poultry paper, one devot- Wire. Bertie Wire, Lewis Wire, Three magazines and this
Committee.
pap?r
Nora Honeycutt, Drill Captain. ed t o fruit culture, or dairy Chriss Wire and Henry Wire, a all for one year for only $1.25.
farming. You will also find in minor, are
nnd
defendants
the different clubs many of the numbered 834 on the docket of This is the best offer that we
have ever seen made. It simbest story papers published, and said court.
O. E. S. Install Officers.
ply means that the papers are
o
literature,
devoted
others
t
You are further notified that given away at less than cost
At a regular meeting of the fashions and household subjects.
the general objects of said for circulation purposes.
Order of the Eastern Star, last
Probably your own favorite Fuit
are as follows: To secure
Friday, the following officers journal is listed in this collection
judgment
a
on a certain prom
j. . j. j.
were duly installed to serve of the best and most popular
issory note made payable to the
for the ensuing year:
magazines published, at any rate,
order of Dr. A. L. Dillon, and 1
Mrs. Lessie Justus, W. M., you will not make a mistake in
George Roach, W. P., Mrs. Cor- taking advantage of these bar by him transfersed and sold to
said plaintiff in the principal
delia Boppenmeyer, A. M., Mrs. gain oilers. You can get three
We want your farm
sum of Four Hundred Fifty Six
Hanna Roach.
Conductress., high class magazines in connec
loans.
Can handle
Dollars together with interest
Mrs. Cleneay Curless, A. C, tion with a year's subscription
them on short noon same at the rate of 10 per
Mass Anna Curren, Treasurer, to our paper
practically cent per annum and to foreclose
tice.
Mrs. Bertha Mason, Secy. Ap- nothing.
mortgage covering
certain
a
See us at once I
pointive officers: Mrs. Lizzie
Let all the family help make Lots No. 10 in Block No. 16 of
Luikart, Warder; Bert Curless,
up the list. Mother can have the West Clovis Addition to the
The
Sentinel; Miss Albertine Startown of Clovis, New Mexico,
Union Mortgage Co.
red. Mrs. Bertha McLaughlin. her paper, father can have his, made to secure said note, signMrs. Lillian Taylor, Mrs. Myrtle and there will still be one left
ed and executed by Louis Wire,
Marsh and Mrs. Alice Suman for the young folks. Send us in
deceased.
will represent
the five Star your order today. Do it before
You are further notified that
points; Mrs. Ella Turner, Mar- you forget about it. The extra
Grading,
you fail to appear or plead in 1 Plowing,
if
shall; Mrs. Pattie Holland.
cost is bo little that it is hardly this cause on or before March
Team Work.
Chaplain; Mrs. Minta Downing,
Can
do
your plowing, grad1915 judgement will be
considering,
20th
and
besides
worth
Organist. .
ing
you
against
said
and
in
in fact any kind
rendered
you will be made glad for a
by
of
plain
team
and
cause
work.
Have plendefault
the
whole year by the monthly visits
Mrs. D. L. Comner and son,
ty of good teams and imtiff will apply to the court for
Mat, have gone to St Lonis for of three high class publications. the relief sought in the complements. Prices reasonable
"Do it now."
a visit with Mrs. Comners
plaint herein.
Thos. Reagan,
Any of the Clubs and the
parents.
Her father is a
W. A. Havener is attorney
Clovis,
New Mexico.
wealthy St Louis Druggist.
for the plaintiff and his post
N E ws for a whole year $1. 25,

meeting of
At the regular
the Rebekah lodge, Wednesday
evening of last week, the follow
ing officers were installed for
the coming term:
Mesdames Birdie R iy, N, U. ;
Frances Wright, V. (., Emma
Denny,
Recording Secretary;
Mrs. Stanton. Financial Secre
tary; Edna Latt:i, Treasurer;
Scenia McGill, Warden; Lueall
Lawson,
Daisy
Conductress;
Hon-eycut-

t,

Hig-gin-

-

I

,, ,,

,

Money! Money!;

for

